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,A14. B. CRASS IS NAR,ED TO CITY COUNCIL
Large Order
Is Received
By Tappan

9

Vol. LXXXX No. 205

Will Fill The Unexpired
Term Of Preston W. Ordway

urray Shriners &
ives Attend
hrine Convention
Murray Shriners and their
yes attended the 35th annual
astern Shrine Association
vention held at Jacksonville,
tan, on August 21-23.
Those attending
were Mr.
sad Mrs. Don Robinson, Mr.
Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and
Norman Klapp, U. Col.
Mrs. Jack Persall, Sgt. and
Frank Gibson, Mr. and
William E Moffett, Mr.
Mrs. Boone Hendrickson,
. and Mrs Faisel Beale, Mr.
d airs. John L. Williams, and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dean Watldns.
The group was joined by Mr.
and Mrs. Barney Weeks of Winter Garden, Fla., formerly of
*rimy. Mr. Weeks was also a
farmer member of the Shrine
Club.

A. B. Crass, who was named Douglas and Pool Hill sections
by voters as a City Councilman of the city.
Further work will be done on
in the May Primary, was elected by the City C.ouncil last the proposed dog ordinance.
The Tappan Company Internight to fill the unexpired term This problem will be brought
national Division, haft been aof Preston W. Ordway, who to the council for final action.
warded a contract for the proState Police will be requested
died last Saturday from a heart
duction of 1,288 electric ranges
to aid with traffic during the
attack.
according to the office of ConCrass, along with other City home games of Murray State
gressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
Councilmen will appear on the University. Three patrolmen
The order was placed by the
November ballot for election were on hand last year and
General Services Administrafor
the next term of office be- greatly facilitated the traffic
government
tion of the Federal
ginning in January. This fall movement.
and amounts to $102,58920.
The school crossing at Eighthe council will elect a counThese ranges are to be procilman to fill the full term of th and Olive will be marked
duced by the Murray Division
A. B. Crass
Mr. Ordway. Crass will serve with a sign and yellow lines on
of Tappan.
from now until December to the street. Many children use
Local Tappan officials had
fill out the unexpired term. this intersection each day and
no information concerning the
He was sworn in last night
(Continued on Page Six)
order and a call to the Internaand took his seat as a City
tional Division of Tappan at
Councilman.
Mansfield, Ohio revealed little
Before the meeting began
more. Officials in this division
last night, the council stood in
said they had a bid on 1,031
a moment of silent prayer in
electric ranges for use in Okimemory of kr. Ordway. A resnawa, however they had no
VACANCY—Thrt vacant space on the suit rack at tteece's, 510 West Main Street, represents what
olution was also passed by the
knowledge of this particular
was stolen from the men's clothing store last night. It is estimated that from 38 to 40 men's
council honoring Mr. Ordway
order.
suits were taken from the store sometime during last night, the thief literally cleaning out the
and pointing to the service
Apparently these ranges will
rack. Entraece to the store was made through the front door.
that he had rendered to the
Staff Photo by Ed Collie either be used in stateside
milCommunity.
itary installations or will be
Cram is a member of the
used at overseas points.
City School Board and operates
Crass Furniture Company.
A Horse Show will be held
The Directors of the CalloIn other business the council approved the purchase of way County Red Cross held a
at the Calloway- County Riding
Club, located at the Murraya sump pump for the Murray called meeting in the courtThe family of the late Frank
Water and Sewer System. The house yesterday regarding the
Democrats dlub Oadoway County Fairgrounds,
Young
The
and Jo Arm Lax will have a
an Saturday, August 30, startTrombold Equipment Company situation in the Gulf Coast area
night
meeting
last
at
a
the
held
family reunion on Labor Day,
was low bidder at $1,984. The following Hurricane Camille.
Triangle Inn with Ronnie Jack- ing at three p. in.
Monday, September 1, at the
Present surveys indicate 66,only other bid was for $2,535.
place trophies will be
Five
president,
son,
presiding.
lakeside home of Mr. and Mrs. Approximately thirty-four suits,
Councilman Vaughn report- 200 families affected with 5,Special business was conduct- even and the show is governGrayson McClure at Panorama two raincoats, and two hats
ed that the Bee Creek sewer 506 homes destroyed and over
ed including the reading of the ed ay WKIIA rules. The entry
Mrs. Lula Carraway is 89 years Shores.
were stolen from Reece's "The bylaws. Dues were collected. fee is $1.00 per class and the
line is moving along well with 36,000 homes damaged. Figures
old and the Murray Ledger has
Relatives are expected to at- Stag Shop", 510 West Main
full operation of the new line on the dead and missing are
admission is $1.00 per car load.
been in her home for most of tend from over a wide area
in- Street, sometime last night, acexpected by the middle of No- still being compiled.
these years, she said. Says she cluding children, grandchildren,
iCasses are pony lead line,
cording
to
The American Red C ro s s
the
Murray
Police
vember. This new main sewerhas kept house for 8'7 years and great great grandchildren
Pvt. Roger K. Pain
panes 48" thru 66", ponies 48"
Department.
age lane will serve all Berth of which has been deeisontod the
pleasA basket lunch will be served
country
and under, men's
The theft was discovered this
Chestnut street to Five Points major relief agency expects
Mrs. Carraway would probably at noon.
ure, men's western pleasure,
morning at 7:30 when personand will eliminate the lift sta- disaster expenses to be $14 milbe a rich source for local hismen's country western pleasnel come to the store. Entry
tion
Immanuel
on Waldrop and on Chest- lion for the Gulf Coast and $1
Lutheran
The
Churtory. Thanks for taking the
was gained through the front ch, 1503 West Main Street, will ure, pony to cart—children, fox
million for families in Virginia
nut.
Ledger Mrs. Carraway.
TWO ARRESTS
door and the door was left not begin their fall session of kin- trot, western rack, women's
Gerald Carter was elected as and West Virginia.
locked, according to personnel dergarten on Wednesday, Sep- country pleasure, women's westThe local chapter directors
a new firemen for the MurTwo persons were arrested
That Summac is still growing
ern pleasure, English rack, junat the store.
expressed a desire to cooperate
tember 3.
ray Fire Department.
in the old Ward-Elkins build- by Deputy Sheriffs Calton MorplantatSan
Roger Key Fain, son of Mr.
The suite were sizes 40 to 46
Hours of the session will be ior western pleasure,
Several parking meters will with the other chapters across
ing. It is inethe oldwaal bin and gan and Brent Outland on long
and were Labeled Hart from 8:30 to 11:30 a. in. Mrs. saddle horse, walking pleasure, and Mrs. Dan Fain of Lynn be installed on the north side the country in contributing our
growsiugerux1 through the back Thursday. They were charged Schaffner and
Marx with some Carol Mazak will be the teach- Live gaited pleasure, barrel Grove, left May 28 to serve in of the south section of Olive share.
window and sticks out into the with disorderly conduct, accord- having
Reece's,
7th and Broad- er and she will be assisted by race for men, women, and jun- the United States Marine Corps. Boulevard across from the bus"In what was a relatively
ing to the office of Sheriff Fanalley.
iors, flag race for senior and
Fain completed his eight iness houses where Olive inter- small disaster, the tornado oi
way, Mayfield and the others, Mrs. Dorothy Williams.
nie Stubblefield,
Reece's, 510 West Main, MurAn open house will be held junior, pole bending for men, weeks of basic training at Par- sects North 15th Street. This last year", said Lester Nanny,
A Hamming Bird suddenly apray.
on Tuesday, September 2, from women, and junior, and figure ris Island, South Carolina Au move is being taken in an at- Chairman "people across the
pears in front of the back winThe police reisort said the 8:30 to 11:30 a. m. at the Kin- eight speed race.
gust 2. He has been sent to tempt to alleviate the parking ccunty sent us $4,358.00, which
dow, hovers above he Chigger
we gave to our citizens to help
dergarten.
(Continued on Page Six)
Homemade pies, sandwiches, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, situation there.
Weed, then sips to the twin
for advance training in construcin
their rebuilding of damaged
Councilman
Tuck
reported
an
and
drinks
cold
will
be
served
Post Oak to rest. He sits there
tion and electronics.
a meeting with the Electric homes. It is fitting that we now
United Primo latormattoatal
at the concession stand.
nervous as a worm in hot ashThe public is invited to at- For those who would like Plant Board on the possible do our part in helping others
es, then, for him, leisurely
to write him, his address is as combined billing of city utili- We will try to raise $1,000 ts
tend
moves off.
West Kentucky — Generally
follows:
ties. The council has discussed send to them."
fair with little change in temPvt. Roger K. Fain
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, Exethe purchase of some type of
Two Dragon Flies, flying in perature through Saturday. High
"F" Co. 1st B. N. 1st I. T. R. sophisticated equipment such cutive Secretary stated
that
perfect formation, a scant inch today upper 80s and low 90s
F-5-69 2nd Plt.
as a computer, to handle this money was being received at
apart, move dizzily across the and low tonight in the 601.
M. C. B. Camp Lejeune,
the chapter daily and released
type of billing.
back yard and into the woods. High Saturday upper 801 and
North Carolina 28542
A drainage siutation at Wood- the names of the Latest oontri.
Their zig-zag course carries low 90s. Southeasterly winds
By WALTER wHITEHEAD
in the Que Son Valley 340 miles
lawn and Poplar will be cor- butors as being Carl M. Stout
Max Satterwhite of Murray
them through the branches of 5 to V) nrilts per hour today
SAIGON awD — A truck hit northeast of Saigon where
rected. It is estimated that this L. Windsor, Otrie Dixon, W. A.
Route Five, age 18, was treattrees, but their formation re- and Saturday diminishing to a Viet Cong mine killing five American forces have
killed
work will cost about $500. En- Steele, Lucille Thurman, Thoed at the emergency room of
5 miles per hour or less to- New Hampshire National Gua- more than 1,000 North
mains perfect.
Vietnalarged culverts under the street mas Pickard, Myrtle J. Wail,
the Murray-Calloway County
night. Outlook for Saturday lit- rdsmen who were driving away
and along Woodlawn will be Pamela Garland, C. B. Craw(Continued on Pao. Shc)
Hospital early this morning, acfrom the battlefront on their
The Wasp nest taking shape a- tle change.
necessary to carry water drain- ford, Plebian Sunday School;
cording to officials at the hosway to get processed out of
bove our utility room door in
ing from the Main Street area. Fir* Baptist Church, Mrs. Jimpital.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9, Vietnam for home, military
the carport is growing by the
The traffic situation at Cart- my B. Wilson, Fleetwood Croweek. A Dirt Dobber is build- no change. Below Dam 30.1.0, spokesmen said today.
er
School was discussed. The uch, Susan McDevitt, Henry
lacerasuffered
Satterwhite
An
inquest
into
the
drownOn the fighting fronts, allied
ing a series of mud crypts in up 0.8.
tions to the scalp and right ing of James Paul Lansing, 17 Special Problems committee Holton, Ruth Cole, Holmes ElBarkley Lake, 7 a. m. 366.9, troops killed at least 265 Viet
an old bird house in the carshoulder, hospital officials said. year old son of Mr. and Mrs. will study this situation and lis, Macon Blankenship.
up 0.1, below ciarn 302.3, down Cong and North Vietnamese
port too.
She said the Red Cross HosHe was reported to have been William H. Lansing of Padu- report back. The growth of the
soldiers Thursday. Eighteen
4.1.
cah, was held Thursday after- school has brought about a ser- pital Volunteers had met that
injured in a car accident.
Americans were killed and 87
Sunrise 6:25, sunset 7:30.
These will all erupt next spring
ious traffic problem on South afternoon and taken a special
noon at Benton.
wounded.
Moon rams 8:46 p. m.
with new life.
A coroner's jury ruled Lan- 13th street. There are no side- relief collection.
The heaviest U. S. losses were
Miss Jayne Scott, newly electMarvin Hale of Murray Route
sings death was due to an ac- walks on the street and traffic
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
A young Katydid on the back
ed Youth Leader, was present
One passed away Thursday at
cident caused by drowning. is heavy.
Terapenatures Saturday throwindow with feelers far longCouncilman Lassiter report- and announced that the Youth
3:15 p. m. at the Murray-CaLloWitnesses testified that Lan./r than his body, reaches tent- ugh Wednesday will average
ed that all paving is completed organization was making plans
way
County
Hospital.
sing
His
death
was
attempting
to
swim
atively around him before mov- near normal with highs of 13followed an extended illness.
to a boat some 150 feet from for this summer and that all to participate also.
ing a step. How he stays there 88, and normal lows of 58-67.
The Directors urged citizens
The deceased was 64 years The New Concord School shore when he drowned Wed- funds set aside for paving have
on the vertical pane of glass Slightly warmer after the weekparent and Teacher Club will nesday about 1:50 p. m. in the been espended. He reported not to feel that small contribuof
age
and
was
born
May
1,
end.
we do not know.
1005 to the late Earl Hale and meet on Tuesday, September Sledd Creek area about three that a good job had been done tions would not help. "After all,
Rainfall will average two50t or a dollar from each of
Mies Paula Sue Copeland, age Lula Holland Hale. He was a 2. at 7:30 p. zp. at the school. miles upstream from Kentucky by the contractor.
Now, here's a tricky little gad- tenths to one-half inch occurMayor Ellis singled out Mrs. us would mean that we can
member of the Green P lain Dorsey Hendon, president, Dam.
18,
Route
Benton,
One,
enlistsung
mainly
after the weekend
get. Down further in this colurges all parents and teachers The body was recovered by Brarnley for taking the leader- collectively help a kt." Mr.
ed in the Women', Air Force Church of Christ.
umn is a triangle with some
ship in obtaining paving in the Nanny, concluded.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. to attend.
(WAF) on August 29.
(Continued on Page Six)
words printed in it. Don't look
She ia a recent graduate of Novie Hale of Murray Route
maw, but wait until you get
Crittenden County High Scho- One; two daughters, Mrs. Fred
there, then read the words in
ol, Marion, and is the daughter McCord and Mrs. Don McCord
the triangle out loud. That's all
of Rev. Paul T. Copeland of of Murray; four granddaughtfor now, there's an explanation
ers, Teresa, Donna, Debbie, and
Route One, Benton.
under the triangle. All you do
Terri McCord, all of Murray.
Copeland
Airman
was
selectis read the words in the triangle
Also surviving are five gist
ed to enlist in the Air Force
out loud first.
after a phsyical azwl mental ex- ers, Mrs Mart Parker and Mrs
amination, recommendation by Stella Ragsdale of Murray, Mrs.
her high school counselor, and Fred Collie of Murray Route
a personel interview with the Two, Mrs. David Castleman of
Air Force Commander in Lou- Clewiston, Mich., and Miss Edna Hale of Lincoln Park, Mich.;
isville.
Miss Copeland is highly qual- two brothers, Kenneth Hale of
ified to enlist in the Air Force. Murray Route Two and George
Her hobbies are sports, fringing, Hale of Hopkirwrille.
Funeral services will be held
and writing. She will receive
six weeks of bask military Saturday at three p. m. at the
training at Lackland Air Force chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Base, Texas, according to Tech- Funeral Home with Bro. Dean
If you reed "Paris in the String"
nical Sergeant Joe C. Skinner, Crutchfield and Bro. William
Uut's the way most peole read
Air Force Recruiter in Paths Porter officiating.
It. If you read "Paris in the the
MURRAY KIWANIS CLUB MEMBERS are shown presenting a check to Murray High School principal
Eli Akaiurdarr (left photo)
Active pallbearers will be and
cah.
Sprin(, you are one of few.
another check to Calloway Coenty High School PliaciPal Howard Crittenden (right photo). The cheeks are to
be used to
For
information
more
about
Wilson
G•ritt,
Paul Ragsdale furnish books and supplies to the less fortunate
For some reason most people
students in the two schools. Funds to make the presentation possible came from
the Women's Air Force (WAF) Ralph Ragsdale, Frank Hale,
ehab'e "jiffy dog' aide at the tiowity-104, 3.14 areal the spring and•faH-dontres
ales held by the Kiwanl. Club members pre- leasitteaserf
Pm,'ha
-gala rsast. Skinner at 442-2
piing; rire eap
—grand
(Centinued on Paige ale)
seating the checks are Arlie Scott, Dr. Harold Evernmeyer, William Boyd and John Mikulick.
.
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Lax Family Reunion
Planned On Monday

4c 41c
Suits Stolen
Last Night

Called Meet
Of Red Cross
On Thursday

Horse Show
To Be Held
On Saturday

AN'4111
:www

Young Democrats
Meet On Thursday

Kindergarten To
Open Wednesday

Pvt. Roger K. Fain
Stationed Now At
Camp Lejeune

WEATHER REPORT

Five National Guardsmen
Killed By Viet Cong Mine

Max Satterwhite Is
Reported Injured

Drowning
Inquest Held

Marvin Hale
Passes Away

Paula Sue Copeland
Enlists In Women's
Air Force (WAF)

CS

1

New Concord Club
To Meet Tuesday

•
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Ten Years Ago Today

By United Press International
Today is Friday, Aug. 29, the
241st day of 1969 with 124 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.

Prefabricated Will
Whether you are aware of it or
not, a "will" has already been prepared for you. Known as the "statute of descent and distribution," it
is a plan- drawn up by your state
legislature, to be used after your
death in case you fail to make a
will of your own.
How does this prefabricated will
divide up your estate'? Generally
speaking, it follows a kind of law
of averages, dividing things up the
way an average person probably
would.
In theory, that makes sense. But
in practice, the use of cut-and-dried
rules can have some startling consequences. For example:
In one case, a youth who mur-

Eddie touts
sex learning

,
FRIDAY — AUGUST 294 196,
On this day in history:
Brigham Yowl.
1852
In
proclaimed the "celestial law tit
marriage," approving the prai tice of polygamy among Mormons.
In 1960 the premier of Jorcti:.
and 11 others died when a tin,
bomb exploded in his office.
In 1962 Presi4ent John,
Kennedy appointed Arrur
Goldberg to till the Supreme
Court vacancy left by the
retirement of Justice Felix
Frankfurter.
In 1965 American astronauts
Gordon Cooper and Charles
Conrad landed safely after the
orbital
flight of
eight-thy
Gemini 5.

-VICTORIA, B.C.(UPI) — AcA thought for the day: Oliver
tor Eddie Albert, who has made
Wendell Holmes said, "Put not
sex education films, is a strong
trust in money, but put
advocate of sex education but your
your mony in trust."
isn't sure it ought to come from
popular movies.
The screen and television star
said in an interview here:
"There are always certain parents who think suriftssing inionnation is constructivAikt all
it does is take education out of
DAY OR NICai
constructive
channels, awityfroan the teachers and into the
• V'
street or behind barns."
•I
Albert said the current swing
to greater sexual freedom "is
the obvious reaction to suppression of information. We're now
of
paying the bill for our suppresN111/1 Is, hi III111 kw
sion of discussion and diarogue."

coRRicr
TIME and
TEMP1RATURE

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

1AL

Word was received yesterday that the House Agricultural
Committee of which Congressman Frank A, Stubblefield is a
member, approved the watershed program for the East Fork
of the Clark's River.
Mrs. Edward Lawrence, the former Maxine McDougal, formerly of Anchorage, Alaska, now of Jamestown, N. Y. recently
received a certificate of award and a check for $100.00 for sustained superior performance from the Federal Aviation Agency
in Anchorage where she was employed as a purchasing agent.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Shahan,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Boone, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Newell Hopkins.
Mrs. Donnie Darnell and children, Ronnie and Donna Faye,
of Nashville, Tenn., are the guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harding Galloway, while Mr. Darnell is on a business trip.

753-6363

P1111'1.1:

dered his father was held entitled
Pm,* by Wilson Weans,
to his estate. Under the state statute (slate changed), a son's rights
were automatic—no one having
thought about the possibility of
GRETTA SHEPARD, 3, touches a statue on the Murray State Unimurder.
versity campus, probably to determine if it is alive. She is the
In another case, a woman was
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shepard of Murray.
awarded her husband's estate even
though she was living in adultery
at the time of his death. To outraged objections by his relatives.
the court replied:
."It is unnecessary to discuss wisLEDGER & TIMES FILE
dom or morality. It is sufficient
that the legislature has declared
the rules by which the rights of
The Calloway County Schools will open on September 5, accord- the parties must be determined.",
True, these are extreme -cases.
ing to Prentice Lassiter, superintendent 'of Calloway County
• But the prefahriCaled will also
Schools.
By JACK GAYER
is "Twisted Heritage." Kitty ABC featpres the pop musical
Pfc. Hugh F. Wilkerson, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilker- works out badly in many everyday
tries to save the life of a strang- group, the Moody Blues, andoa
circumstances.
Take
the
situation
son, Murray Route Four, is now serving with the 29th Air PoliCe l when
NEW YORK (UPI) — A hint er wounded in a stage holdup,
a man dies, leaving small
rid visit -by the Committee
Sqdn, at Kelly Air Force Base in Texas.
children and only a modest estate. that a new television season is "The Avengers" on ABC re- variety group.
telephone
anniversary
observe
of
25th
his
Brown
will
011ie
the
Id -most states, if he has not near can be found 'this week in peats "Mission,
.highly imNBC preempts "The Name of
career with Southern Bell Telephone Company on September 1. made a will of his own, only part the fact that NBC and ABC ush- probable." A Treasury -official
the Game" for its 90-minute
He is the local manager.
of his estate would go to the widow er in their new Saturday morn- and his car vanish mysteriousspecial, "Arthur Rubinstein,"
Mrs. and Mrs. Newell Hopkins of Coldwater are the parents —the balance going. directly to the ing lineups of kiddie programs. ly.
The life and art of the piano
children. For the widow, this could Most are animated cartoons, bet
of a son, Jimmy David, born on August 14.
NBC has one of its night base- Nriituoso are explored against
mean years of; going through court some have human elements,
ball broadcasts. The, Monday various
international
backprocedures, for permission to spend
NBC's week also includes the movie is preempted.
grounds,
the children's Money on the ordi- Miss
America contest, a speck'
TUESDAY
The CBS mivie is "The Stripnary expenses of life.
In ABC's "The Mod Squad" per," starring Joanne WoodThe trouble is not that the law- of European circus acts and a
triaters:' in _drawing up the,, pre- golf tourney next Saturday) a rerun a blind girl ,is the target ward.
fabricated wilt. don't try to be special on pianist Arthur Rubio. of an unknown assailant.
SATURDAY
The Liberace stair' on CBS
fair. Rather, the trouble is that, stein -on Friday and a flint
ABC's new Saturday morning
they cannot possibly foresee the baseball game Monday.
features comedienne Phyllis Dil- lineup of children's shows runs
CBS covers the U. S. Open ler and vocalists Millicent Marparticular needs of each individual
in this order: "The Smokey the
family.
tennis tournament and a Nation- tin and Dusty Springfield.
Bear Show," "The Catta.noogarr
And we know that all things work together for good to them
They cannot know, for instance. al Football League preseason
ThE monthly "First Tuesday" Cats," "Hot Wheels," "The
that love God, to them that are the called according to his pur- that one of your children needs game Saturday.
special on NBC, preempting the Hardy Boys" and "Sky Hawks."
more protection than the others, or
pose. — Romans 8:28.
Details for Aug. 31-Sept, 6:
usual movie, has features on
NBC's new morning lineup
ihat
4
You
would like- to make a
Things (to not always -work together for the immediate pleasure
SUNDM
Patrick Hemingway, son of the offers, in order, "Here Comes
grateful
ier4.
het-rota
.,..
a
a„c44
1
0
-4r
of God's people, but they never fail to provide for their eternal
NBC's "Meet the Press" late novelist and a professional
or that you want to lend your supthe Grump," "The Pink Panthgood.
provides an hour for interviews hunter in Africa; film actress er," "H.
port to a favorite charity.
R. Pufnstuf," "The
No prefabricated will can pos- with six state heads attending Carroll Baker, sky diving, com- Banana Splits Adventure Hour"
sibly take account of such things. the National Governors' Confer- puter dating and New Guinea's and "Jambo."
ence in Colorado Springs: El- salt-manufacturing technique.
In fact. nobody can but you.
CBS airs live play in women's
An American Bar Association pub- lington of Tennessee, Love of "Under the Yum Yum Tree" finals and men's semifinals of
lic service feature by %Sill Bernard. Colorado, Rockefeller of New is a new video comedy special the U. S. Open tennis championWASHINGTON (UPI): A Defense Department study
j969 American Bar Association York, Hughes of New Jersey, on ABC. Jack Sheldon, Leigh ships at Forest Hills.
McKeithen of Louisiana, Ogilvie Taylor-Young and Ryan O'Neal
of poverty-level incomes of military families will be
NBC offers 90 minutes of play
of Illinois.
have the leading roles. Roman- in the World Series of Golf at
completed by early fall, Sen. Clifford P. Case (R., N. J.),
The Walt Disney hour on tic complications involve the Akron Ohio. The four
competisaid today.
NBC has another of the Davy owner of an apartment house tors are Tony Jacklin,
British
Crockett 1963 series repeats, and some of his tenants.
Case said Defense Secretary Melvin R. third's stateOpen champion; George Archer,
"Davy Crockett goes to ConC B S News repeats "The Masters winner; Orville Moody,
ment there are 50,000 servicemen with families so poorly
gress."
Great American Novel," an in- U. S. Open titlest; PGA champaid they' would qualify for welfare under the AdminEd Sullivan has a previously terpretation of excerpts
from pion Ray Floyd.
istration's new proposals "represents a substantial change
unseen program on CBS with Sinclair Lewis' "Babbitt" and
NBC ,preempts the usual
headliners Sandler and Young, John Steinbeck's "The Grapes movie period with
from the Department's view of the problem earlier this
two proJackie Mason, Anna Moffo, Sam of Wrath."
grams, a special hosted by film
year."
and Dave, Roslyn Kind and Pat
WEDNESDAY
star Tony Curtis in which cirCooper.
On "Here Come the Brides" cus stars from all over the
The ABC Sunday night movie on ABC Jason criticizes
Candy world perform, and the finals
'NOTHING TO HIDE" Rose- starts an hour Early to accomo- for
keeping
company with of the Miss America contest in
mary Keough iabovel, one date a rerun of a long film,
another man while Jason is Atlantic City.
of the young women at the "Zulu," starring Stanley Baker
away.
CBS has a preseason National
party from which Mary ,Jo and Michael Caine.
The CBS "Tarzan" rerun is Football League game between
Kopechne went to her death
The "Hee Haw" guests on an episode featuring
Helen New York and Minnesota in
by drowning when Sen. Ed- CBS are singers Sonny James Hayes and her son,
James Macward Kennedy's car went and Tammy Wynette.
Arthur, as a domineering moth- Minneapolis.
MONDAY
over a bridge, says she is
er and physician son who feud
"The Flim-Flarn Man" is a over his desire
willing to testify at any
to become a
further inquiry. "There is pilot sample of a possible se- jungle doctor.
nothing to hide or cover up," ries on NBC, inspired by a reNBC's "Music Hall" variety
she said. Miss Keough, 24. a 'cent movie. Forrest Tucker hour again is based in Hawaii.
stars
as
a cop artist who vic- Singer Don Ho is host to guest
former Kennedy staffer, lives
timizes the greedy,
in Drexel Hill, Pa.
stars Minnie Pearl and pianistThe CBS "Gunsmoke" rerun composer Peter Nero.
The ABC movie is "Wild in
the Country," starring Elvis
Presley.
WINNING IS EVERYTHING'
THURSDAY
I UNIVERSAL NEWMAN- f
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
ABC has a one-hour special
423)
in which Hope Lange and EdTECHNI OLOR /PANAVISION
ward Mulhare, stars of "The
SAIGON - A U. S. military spokesman commenting on the Ghost and Mrs. Muir" series
discovery of an Armed M41 American tank in the possession of that moves shortly from NBC
to ABC, are hosts for a salute
the Viet Cong:
to the five new cartoon shows
"We have no idea where they got it. We're not sure what
they
Whet
..sur U3r,,p..
So.d.4,9
intended to do with it. But they didn't intend to use it as a monu- that join ABC's Saturday morning lineup for children on Sept,
ment."
6.
"Animal World" on CBS feaGLASGOW, Scotland - Miss Phenie Ross describing the
Loch tures the adventures of two
Ness monster which she said she and her sister observed:
jaguar cubs that wander from
"We could see the humps very clearly and it was
moving Mexico into Arizona.
at quite a speed."
"The Prisoner" on CBS has
an episode in which the prisonBRIDGETON, N.J. - Dr. Milton Fineman reporting on
the
progress of a 29-year-old patient on public welfare who weighs er is subjected to electronic is.SUPER PANAVISION TECHNIC OL OR
terrogation.
775 pounds:
United Artists
The CBS Thursday night
"He is literally eating himself to death. If he continues on
his movie will be "All Hands on
present course he will not live much longer."
Deck," starring Pat Boone and
Barbara Eden,
LOS ANGELES - South Korean Consul Jai Sung Kim
after
The Golddiggers show on NBC
talking by radiophone with seaman Chung Nam Kim who reported a turtle saved his life when he climbed aboard its back after features eight young variety artists in addition to the show's
floundering in the ocean for 13 hours:
"In Korea. we have a legend that the turtle is a goad animal regulars.
„„. ,,FRI110
.
..
;Ate
ofItre-rourteirof
..
The John Davidson show on
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structured loans as OPERATING LOANS.
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS end INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job best—whatever it is.
In addition, you have the advantage of consultation
with Sp•CialiStp in both credit ang farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
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Aaron Starts Forbes Field
Demolition A Month Earl.y

iier of Jordan
i when a time
his office.
sent John,J.
)inted krirur
the Supreme
left by the
ustice Felix

By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer
Demolition
o f antiquated
Forbes Field, once the pride of
Pittsburgh, doesn't get under
way for at least another month
but Hammering Hank Aaron of
the Atlanta Braves has already
starteekihe wrecking job.
The 35-year-old Atlanta outfielder made his farewell to
Forbes a personal triumph
Thursday night by driving in
six runs with two homers— one
a grand slam— in powering the
Braves to an 8-2 conquest of the
Pirates,
The victory left the Atlantans
just a half-game behind the
pace - setting San Francisco
Giants in the National League's
Western Division title chase,
Aaron's slam, the 12th of his
career and his 36th homer of
the season, came off reliever
Bruce Dal Canton in the
seventh inning,

Kansas City, 9-8.
Aaron, third in career homers
at 546, behind Willie Mays and
Babe Ruth, has said he wants
to pass Wonderful Willie before
retiring. Mays has 598 career
homers.
George Stone (11-8) scattered
11 hits through seven innings
and Paul Doyle preserved the
win for his Atlanta teammate
with two shutout innings
Giants Win Eighth
The streaking Giants, running
their winning skein to eight
games, used a bloop double to
center in the eighth inning by
Ron Hunt to edge the Phils.
The hit, Hunt's fourth in the
game, scored Frank Linzy, who
got the win in relief, his 12th in
18 decisions.
Williams and Jim
Billy
Hickman hit homers to back
Ferguson Jenkins' five - hit
pitching as the Cubs got out of
their tailspin and boosted their
lead over the idle New York
Mets to 21/2 games in the
Eastern Division. The win was
Jenkins, 18th of the campaign.
Reserve shortstop Steve
Hintz smacked his first homer
of the season in the bottom o
the 10th in giving the Cards
their win over the Astros.
Coco Laboy and Bobby Wine
each drove in two runs in the
seventh inning as the Expos
overcame the Dodgers. Willi.
stretched his hitting
Davis
streak to 25 games, tops in th:
majors, with a pair of singls:for Los Angeles.
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Vanderbilt Is On The Way Up
In SEC, Could Get Bowl Bid

the rest of the season to the 23
of 31 showing he made against
Army in the Commodores'
4311
second
game last year.
ATLANTA (UPI) — Vander1414
19
Miller's backup man will be
Commodor
bilt's
es,
long
a
23
25
Southeastern Conference dor- sophomore Watson Brown who
15
mouse until revived by persis- sparked the Commodore frosh
West
tent
Bill Pace, were the to a 5-0 season.
Minnesota
77
51
.402
It's the sophomores from that
Oakland
73
53 .579
league's
3
By
most improved team
MILTON
RICHMAN
think
of
my
family's
security.
California
71
53
.427 22
'68 freshman team, regarded by
In
1968
and
appears
prepared
UPI
Kansas City
Sports
My
51
Writer
wife is from here and with
76 .402 251/1
most as the best freshman
Chicago
49
76 .364 27H
for further progress in '69.
the business opportunities I'm
Seethe
49
7. .346 27/
1
2
team in the South last year,
NEW YORK (UPI)— Bones
Prior
Coach
Pace,
to
the
OAKMONT
getting,
Pa.
,
(UPI)—
I
They
had to do what I did.
Yesterday's Rowels
McKinney, the crackerbox phi- This is no reflection on the played giveaway at the U.S. Commodores really floundered; who, when added to all those
Boston
9, Kansas City •
lettermen, give Vanderbilt and
Oakland
at Detroit
losopher
who
coaches the people in Philadelphia. They've amateur
championship winning no more than one
golf
Baltimore
3
4. Seattle
Carolina Cougars on the side, been great to me and I love Thursday and there were no conference game in any season Pace high hopes for this fall.
(11 Innings)
Best of the returning regulars
Other clubs not scheduled,
after 1959.
has a way of putting everything laying there. I spoke to Jack takers.
figure to be 255-pound offensive
Today's Games
Pace's
first
Into proper focus.
season,
1967
Ramsay
Husky
(the
Melnyk,
Steve
the
76ers' coach) and
New York (Gentry 9-10) at San Francis
Bones doesn't let himself get he wes a little disappointed, but leader, stumbled around the wasn't any better recordwise tackle Bob Asher, 242-pound
co (Marichal 15-1), night.
tight end Karl Weiss, split end
Chiceog (Hands 15-101 at Atlanta (Brit
impressed too easily. When it he understood."
final holes into the second (0-6 in the SEC and 2-7-1 over- Curt Chesley
ton 7-4), night
who caught 48
comes to basketball, he has
St. Louis (7eyior 601) at Cincinnati
round of the tournament but all)—but the losses were by passes
last
(Maloney 604 or Nolan 43), night
fall,
defensive
The
respectab
contract
seen
instead
le
scores
of
it
all. Mergers, babyCunningham the only man who played well
Pittsburgh (Moose 5-21 at Houston (Ray
and
72), night
sitters, bonuses. You name it, signed with the Cougars is enough to take advantage was routs and that was a step in the tackle John Robinson
Montreel (Wegener 4-10) at San Diego
safety. Neal Smity.
rather
unusual
right
direction.
Bones
in
that
has
it
seen
makes
it.
(Santorini 5-12), night
too far behind to challenge.
Sophomore John Carney
Phliaditiphia (Fryman (0-10) at Los Anfor a previous
He played in the old BAA allowance
Melynk, of Brunswick, Ga., Then came '68 and a 5-4-1
geles (Sutton 15-12), night
which was the forerunner of the contract with the 76ers for scored a 2-over-par 73 Thursday showing that included an upset looked so good in the spring
NBA and now he's in the ABA whom he intends playing this for a 143 total while Allen of Army, a tie with Florida and that he forced regular middle
National League
Snaps Losing Streak
so you're not going to catch coming season and the next. Miller, whose 69 was the best a well-accepted 104 loss to linebacker Bill McDonald to a
East
defensive end position.
In other National League
him on any of the letters in the The fans in Philadelphia could round of the tournament, was Tennessee.
Pct. GI
ChIcogo
79
52 .603
action the Chicago Cubs
be
rough,
alphabet
but
Now
comes
1969.
catch
the 26-year-old at 146.
New York
Nor will you
74
52 .51117
2H
St Louis
Vanderbilt doesn't waste any
snapped a four-game losing
71
59 .546
Cunningham hopes they won't
744
him on web else.
Bruce
Ashworth
of Las "We'll be improved this year
Pittsburgh
64
59
.515
9
streak by edging the Cincinnati
Philadelphia
When he heard, for example, be.
52
Vegas, Vinny Giles of Lynch- but we will continue to be time finding out just how good
75 .409 25
Montreal
39
.330 33H
Reds, 3-1, San Francisco nipped
91
all the fringe benefits Billy "I hope they understand," he burg, Va. and John Farquhar of young," said Page. "With youth it is this year. The CommoWest
Philadelphia, 4-3, St. Louis
Francisco
72
Cunningham was getting to says. "I think the fans realize Amarillo, Tex., all were at 147 comes mistakes. But, we've got dores open their season at Ann
57 .5511
Atlanta
73
59 .553
tipped Houston, 2-1, in 10
move over from the Philadel- that when I play basketball, I after 36 holes with Jim team quickness and more depth Arbor against the University of
Los Angeles
69
57 .544
11
/
4
Cincinnati
innings, and the Montreal
69
57 541
phia 76ers to the team he's give my all. I'll do the same Masserio of Duquesne Pa.; Jim than we've had in my previous Michigan, a Big Ten strongboy.
1Vs
Houston
64
61
327
4
Expos
outscored
Los
the
coaching, the Cougars, Bones thing for the next two years." Rheim, La Jolla, Calif., and two years and these are "We welcome the challenge
San Diego
35
Yesterday's Results
Angeles Dodgers, 9-5.
of a tough schedule but hate to
Among ,those present at Rian McNally, Pleasanton, Ca- definite plusses."
commented:
Montreal
at Los Angeles
In the American' League
S Francisco 4, Philadiphia
"I hope he comes out for the Monday's news conference in lif., at 148.
The Commodores have 32 open the season with a bowl
3
Atlanta
I, Pittsburgh
2
Detroit stopped Oakland, 5-3, in
Greensboro was Cunningham's
team."
wryly.
Among the notables who lettermen returning, 15 of them game," Pace said
Chicago
3, Cincinnati
1
St Laois
13-innings, Baltimore edged
2, Houston
1
McKinney's remark got a personal attorney, Sheldon Ben- missed the cut at 156— highest starters. They lost only three of "Michigan is big and strong. I
(10 Innings)
Seattle, 4-3, in 11-innings and
laugh from Jim Gardner, who dit, and when he spoke of since the tournament went to their defensive starters al- only hope we can offset those
Other clubs not scheduled.
Tedars Games
the Boston - Red Sox downed
Is the ABA President as well as Billy's decision to leave the stroke play in 1965—were though
one of those was two big items with our speed
Boston (Lonborg 1-2) at Minnesota
NBA in which he has been a defending champion Bruce standout linebacker Chip Healy and quickness."
(Hal) 6-4) night
the owner of the Cougars.
Cleveland (Tient 1161 at Chicago (Hot
,
"We better go back and look star four seasons, he said more Fleisher of Hialeah, Fla., and and he'll be hard to replace.
(en 9-14), night
Seattle (Barber 2-3) at Detroit (La)ch
at Cunningham's contract," or less the same thing colorful Billy Joe Patton of Three-fourths of the offensive
In fairness to Pace and the
16-71 night
Gardner dead-panned. "We put Cunningham did.
backfield
returns, including Commodores, it must be noted
California (MessersmIth, 1241 and McMorganton, N.C.
Glothlin 6-12) at BaitImor• (McNally 17.4
"He has to think about the
so many things in it that I
Fleisher added an 81 to his quarterback John Miller, flan- that they can have a better
and Hardin 5-4), 2, Owl-night.
forget if we said anything about future," Bendit said. "He has opening 78 for a 159 total, then ker Dave Strong and tailback team than a year ago and still
Oakland (Nash 4-7) at Washington
(Hannan 4-5) night
hins having to play basketball to stop bouncing the ball left quickly. He said he has not Allen Spear.
not improve their record.
Kansas City (Ne)son 7-12) at New York
(Downing 44), night
sometime."
or not."
felt well ever since a bout with Ex-defensiveman Doug MathBones McKinney also attend- mononucleosis in the spring.
Billy Cunningham, the NBA's
ews a 170-pound speedster, As already noted, Michigan is
ed the conference. He didn't sit
third
leading
moved over to tailback and a tough., opener; Alabama a.nd
scorer
last
season,
game was over.
By AL DALY
the
head
will play basketball all right. at
Spear, a steady if unspectacu- Georgia, although at Nashville,
table
with
other
In
action
Boston
DOVER,
edged
UPI Sports Writer
Del. (UPI)— Art
The way things are set up now Cunningham and Reardon, sat
tar runner, went to fullback.
come back-to-back; and there's
Kansas City, 9-8, and Detroit
Pollard of Medford, Ore.,
among the press instead.
he'll
Miller a junior who depends the finale with Tennessee.
play
for
Philadelp
hia
two
driving
If anyone thinks the Haiti- nipped Oakland, 5-3, in 13
a Plymouth
high- upon quickness since he's only
more years and then come to "How come?" Reardon asked
more Orioles are sitting back innings.
powered car, won the Delaware
Greensbo
ro,
5-foot-9, looks like just the man
N.C.,
to
pley
for
However, if the Commodores
In the National League,
200 auto race at Dover Downs
just playing out the season with
coverin' for the local
the Cougars beginning with the
Pace needs as he installs the win one of those four games
an insurmountable lead, it's Chicago stopped Cincinnati, 3-1,
Internatio
nal
Speedway
.
paper,"
Bones said.
1971-72 season.
so-called "triple option" that so they might well be 7-3 this fall.
San Francisco beat Philadeltime to guess again.
--He's the second NBA star to
many teams are going with this That might earn them their
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y.
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (UPI)—
The Orioles scratched and Was 4-3, Atlanta defeated
jump to the ABA. Rick Barry
UPI)— Wheatley Stable's Irish Jim Simmons of Butler, Pa., year after seeing the success first bowl bid since 1956.
scrambled their way to victory Pittsburgh, 8-2, St, Louis edged
thigh-scoring Houston has had
was the first, and Billy
Thursday night, 4-3, in 11 Houston, 2-1, in 10 innings and
Castle captured the $75,000 defeated Bruce Ashworth of
Cunningham did it for the same
with it.
Las
innings over the Seattle Pilots Montreal topped Los Angeles, 9d
Vegas
Hopeful
C and 5 to win the Miller isn't
Stakes
at
That, by any Pace standard,
reason Rick Barry did. Money.
a bad passer
in a manner reminiscent of a 5.
atoga by a nose over Western
Junior
Open golf although he never came
is progress.
Or
if
you
prefer
using
a
less
close
SAN
FRANCIS
CO (DPI)—
Features 2'7 Hits
team fighting for its life in a
tournament,
ey.
Tony Conigliaro's three-run Bobby Thomson . . . Whitey vulgar term, opportunity. In
pennant race.
this
day
and
age the two are
After falling behind 1-0 in the homer in the eighth inning Lockman . . . Monte Irvin
second, Baltimore tied it in the' ed the Red Sox to victory In, .West Westrum . . .Davey synonymous, anyway.
eigilegre -sessel.
.4111111e.
resallIeser eadllegia. elms.
Cunningham, who came by
third when pitcher Jim Palmer a game that featured 2'7 hits Williams . . Don Mueller...
the
name "Kangaroo Kid"
They, and most of the other
singled in Dave Johnson from and six home runs. Carl
Yastrzemski and Rico Petrocel- members of the 1951 "Miracle" because he's such a great
second.
jumper on the court, is bopping
The score then seesawed KOJI li each cracked a two-run shot Giants will be at Candlestick
from
one league to another
Park
Saturday
to
when
oriole
the
inning
honor
for
the Red Sox while Jerry
s
Willie
the llth
because of a business opportuscored the winning run
in Adair paced the loses with a Mays and participate in an Old nity
which
seems to be
classic style. Curt Motto% led solo home run and a bases- Timer's game, certain to bring
intriguing
more
and more
memories
.
of
lot
back a
off with a pinch single and went loaded triple.
It was the 1951 Giants who professional sports' stars. It's
Jim Northrup capped a 6-forto second on a sacrifice. A
groundout moved the runner to 6 night with his second homer came from 131,2 games back on called franchising.
third. Frank Robinson drew an of the game to power the Aug. 11 to tie the Dodgers for At the moment, Billy Cunintentional pas.
, and went to Detroit Tigers to a 5-3 victory the National League pennant ningham knows little or nothing
over the Oakland Athletics in 13 and then beat them in the ninth about restaurant franchises, but
second on a delayed steal,
inning of the third game o you can count on it, he will.
innings.
Drops Perfect Bunt
Northrup's homer, his 18th of their playoff on Thomson's The reason you can count on
Chico Salmon dropped a
It is because Jim Gardner, the
perfect bunt down the third the year followed a two-out homer— better known as the
Cougars' owner, originally operbase line, and Tommy Harper, single by Norm Cash and came "shot heard around the world."
Westrum and Larry Jansen(ated a successful hamburger
who had no play let it go, off George Lauzerique, 2-3. The
are
members of the Giants'chain, and he will guide
hoping it would roll foul. The Detroit slugger's two home
Cunningham on how to run
ball stopped inches short of the runs were seperated by four coaching staff and Bill Rigney,1
restauran
t franchises soon to be
a
utility
consecuti
singles.
ve
infielder on the 1951
bag in fair territory and the
-situated in such North Carolina
club, is one of the
team's cities
as Greensboro Asheville
broadcasters, so they are High Point,
Winston-Salem and
around all the time. The others Chapel Hill. The
granting of
are coming from around the these franchise
s to Cunningham
country for the weekend.
was primarily responsible for
The Giants meet the New his move.
York Mets in a regular game "I realize
I won't be able to
that day so Gil Hodges, Mets play basketbal
l all my life,"
skipper, and Clyde King, Giants Cunningham
says. "I have to
skipper, also will be on the
AdoSph Rupp, Kentucky's "Baron of
scene. They had the misfortune
Basketball," will crown the queen at the
of being on the Dodger team SHARE HONORS
annual Southeastern Kentucky homecomthat "lost" the pennant in 1951.
ing celebration Sunday, Aug. 31, at BooneNEW YORK (UPI)—Tom
ville.
Other members of the Giants Seaver, the New York Mets'
The day has been designated "Coach
The Murray and Hazel banks, after
team of that pennant-winning ace righthander who missed a
Adolph Rupp Day in Kentucky," with feslong consideration, have made
tivities beginning at lp.m. behind the
year who will be here include bid for a perfect game by two
Peoples Journal Bldg.
the
outs
and
decisi
Henry Thompson, Dave Koslo,
on to adopt the above banking
golfer
Dave Hill
Previous recipients of the celebration's
hours. We will be joining the
Jack Lohrke, John McCall and shared monthly honors for July
distinguished award were: Gervice D. Kinin the S. Rae Hickok Profes- I
Angle Galan.
majori
ty
of the banks of Western Kentucky,.
caid, 1966; Dr. Charles B. Stacy, 1967; Dr.
which have already made
They will play a two-inning stone' Athlete of the Year
Robert B. Begley and Dr. James M. Bosthis progressive move, in keeping
game against San Francisco Award.
well, 1968.
with the times. We feel that our
Giants favorites Harvey Kuenn,
The entertainment schedule includes
new
Billy Piers, Johnny Antonelli,
appearances of the Klaudt Indian Family,
hours will provide you with an
acceptable alternative to Saturday bank
gospel singers from the Dakota Badlands,
Ray Jablonski, Eddie Bressoud,
and Dr. Preston, magician and hypnotist.
Danny O'Connell, Ed Bailey, RECALLS PLAYERS
in
Billy O'Dell, Don Larsen and
HOUSTON (UPI)— The HousOssie Virgil, among others.
ton Astros, in the midst of the
Customers using our Night Depository servic
Casey Stengel, a star player torrid pennant struggle in the
e may pick up bags
with the Giants of old, also will Western Division of the Nationat our Main Offices and Drive-In
Branches between the hours of 9 a.m.
be on hand, along with Frank al League, have recalled eight
players
"Lefty"
O'Doul
from
and
and
John
their
9:30
Oklahoma
753-p.F UG
a.m. on Saturdays. We sin cerely solicit
"Chief" Meyers, the oldest City farm club.
Phone
your cooperation and
Giant of them all. Meyers, Those brought up were:
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
unders
tandin
g
in
this
move
toward improved and more progressiv
approaching his 90th birthday, Hector Torres, Bob Watson,
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
e
was Christy Mathewson's bat- John Mayberry, Keith Lambankin
g service
terymate and the catcher for pard, Bob Watkins, Ron Cook,
I slit championship teams.
Scipip Spinks and Skip Guinn.
babe nelli of tst

an astronauts
and Charles
fely after the
flight Of
,e day: Oliver
aid, "Put uot
oney, but put
Lst."
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American League
lass
W
L
Pct.
Baltimore
1/1
41
.445
Detroit
73
5.4 .575
Boston
69
W .539
Washington
64
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New York
63
65 .412
Cleveland
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By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

Sports Parade. AMATEUR GOLFERS
PLAY filVEAWAY

Baltimore Edges Pilots 4-3
In Eleven Innings Thursday
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ANNOUNCING

NEW BANKING HOURS

SALE

PRICES

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 1969

MONDAY thru THURSDAY 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
FRIDAY ONLY 9a.m. to '6 p.m.
SATURDAY
CLOSED

Homecoming
Queen Crowning

g.

S.

I
tools

WACEIS

HAZEL CAFE

NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

eon

--

Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
—
J. C. Gallimore
—

Babe Pinelli, one of the most
popular of all umpires, also
SUTTON, Mass. (UPI)— Tom
comes out of retirement for a Shaw of Golf, Ill.,
won the
day to help work the game. AVCO golf classic by
one stroke
All the visiting Giants, New over Bob Stanton.
York and San Francisco variety,
--will be guests of club owner and
CHESTNUT
HILL, Mass.
President Horace Stoneham Sat- (DPI)— Stan Smith of
Pasadeurday night - after the game. na, Calif., defeated Bob
Lutz of
for dinner. Other celebrations Los Angeles 9-7, 6-3, 6-1
to win
are scheduled for Sunday when the 89th U.S. National
Tenni
it's Willie Mays Day.
championships.

*PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY
*BANK OF MURRAY
*DEE S BANK OF HAZEL
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Mrs. Carroll Is
Honored At Stork
Shower Recently

"DeoA A66

She loves to
talk on phone!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure you've heard of "compulsive
shoppers' and "compulsive eaters.” Well, I am a compulsive
telephoner.
We are fairly new in this city and we don't know many
people. My husband works out of town during the week and is
home only on week-ends, so naturally I get lonesome and
start calling my friends They all live out of town, so these
calls are "long distance."
I won't even tell you what some of our telephone bills
have been. I even went to see a psychiatrist about this, and
all he could offer was a prescription for "pills" to relieve
depression. I'm not really "depressed," I'm just bored and
lonesome. Besides, I love to talk on the telephone, but once I
get started I forget about time and can talk for an hour.
My husband has threatened to take out our telephone and
put in a pay phone, and to tell you the truth, I'm about ready
to let him. Is there any other solution?
LOVES TO TALK
DEAR LOVES: 1 think year husband's solution is
probably the best. Just don't start calling your friends
"collect" or you're apt to find that they don't love to talk as
much as you do.
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of a gentleman who
lets a lady win in a game of sports or cards?
THE LADY
DEAR LADY: If a gentleman lets a lady KNOW that he
has let her win, he's no gentieman.
DEAR ABBY: I wonder if the kids today ever stop and
ask themselves-"Is it worth the gambler...raLtalking about
grass, acid, and all the other illegal narcotIOLAltho my part with drugs was very small [1 was not
"addicted"-I was only an experimenter], I got "busted"
anyway. I was one of those people who thought, "It can
never happen to me." Well it did.
Most kids don't realize that being arrested on a narcotics
charge is a nightmare which lasts a lifetime. It brands your
parents, sisters, brothers, and even your friends.
Can you imagine what it's like for parents to get a call at
3 a. m. and be told that their son or daughter has been
arrested for narcotics? Then you are mugged and booked and
have a record with the FBI for a "felony."
The kicks from drugs is simply not worth the gamble. I
have learned the hard way, and it is hell.
FBI RECORD AT 20
DEAR ABBY The man who keeps worrying about his
son's long hair should be more concerned about what's
INSIDE the boy's head-not out! The modern generation
wants to be "modern." So what do they do? They start
wearing their hair the way men wore it 200 years ago'
The Spanish have an old saying, "The cloth does not
make the monk." So why should I worry about the way the
next fellow wears his hair? MARTIN IN NEW ORLEANS
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Raz 0700, Los Angeles, Cal. Neel, and
enclose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." send Si to Abby. Bon 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. Meal.
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I OPEN LABOR DAY I

i

Specials!! One Day Only!!
WINCH - Reg. MIS

DACRON KNITS
*

I

I

Now '4.98

SPECIAL

*

45-IN. SILK & WORSTED
PRINTED MATERIALS
Reg. 2.98 - Now Only 98*
AND MANY MORE SPECIALS

I Nesbitt's Fabric Shop
4 Mlles South of Murray - Highway M1
Phone 02-1211
-

-mow

D&S CAPSULES

$1.49
Sedative for Temporary
Relief of Simple
Nervous Tension
Each Capsule Contains.
Phenyitoloxamine Citrate

88mg

Salicylamide

130 mg
Distributed by

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 753-1231

I
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

• •

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

i

Friday, August 211
A shower will be held for
Mrs. Franklin Carroll was th,
Mx. and Mrs. Dale Thorn and
honoree
at a stork shower held
their three months old infant
girl at the home of Mr. and at the Locust Grove Baptist ChurMrs. Jack Miller, Irvin Cobb ch on Tuesday, August 12, HosRoad, at 7:30 p. m. The Thorns tesses for the occasion were
lost their home and contents Mrs. Robert Houston, Mrs. Boh
by fire on August 14. For in- Atkins, and Mrs. Sherrill Hicks.
Mrs. Carroll chose for the
formation call 496-5651 or 436occasion a lovely greenand white
29911.
•• •
tent dress. Her corsage was of
Sunday, August 31
yellow daisies.
The old Calloway County
Games were directed by Mrs.
Court House will be open from Atkins, with the recipients of
two to five p. m.
the prizes being Miss Annette
•• •
Houston and Mrs. Glen Jones.
Monday, Septsmber 1
After the opening of the gifts,
Family Day will be held at refreshments were served from
the Calloway County Country a lovely table covered with a mint
Club with a two ball foursome green cloth. The green and yellow
*410
in the morning, open play and color scheme was carried
out
swimming in the afternoon, and with
delicate yellow and green
a potluck supper at seven p. m. napkins,
lime punch, cakes, minCall 753-4780, 753-2870, or 753- ts and
nuts. Appointments were
9166 by Friday night to play
in silver.
in the foursome.
The hostesses presented Mrs.
•••
The Coldwater United Me- Carroll with a lovely baby gift.
Also present for the occasion
thodist Church WSCS is schewere
Mrs. Roy Norsworthy, moduled to meet at the church at
a•
ther of the honoree, and Mrs.
7:90 p. m.
Fred
• ••
Carroll, mother-in-law of
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the honoree.
Approximately fifty persons
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs. were present.
Myrtle J. Wall at 7:15 p. m.
•••
• ;S
i
Tuesday, September 2
01
011Frale
11/32k
The Kappa Department of the
soles
Murray Woman's Club will have
"Christmas In August" meeting was held by the
Girls Auxiliary of the First Baptist Church
a patio potluck supper at 6:30
at the home of Mrs Bernice Wisehart. Pictured are left
p. m. at the club house. Mrs.
to right, Karen Russell, Nancy Mathis.
Gail Lyons, and Patsy Mathis as they view the
Harlan Hodges will give a book
many gifts brought by the GAs to send to
missionaries to use at Christmas.
review. Hostesses are Mesdames
Bob Billington, Joseph L. Rose,
is, Michele Richardson, Beth RiHoward Brandon, Tommy ChrPlans for the wedding of Miss
chardson, Patsy Burkeen, Carol
isp, Hugh T. Rushing, Jackie Janice Dene Wilkerson and Edgar
Horn, Rachel Flora, Paula ParWinchester, Bill Wyatt, and L. Howe, Jr., have been completker, Karen Scott, Dee Pugh, ReCharles Thomas.
ed.
The Girls Auxiliary of the and a poem, "Keeping Chris- becca Wagar, Gail Russell, Kathy
•••
The double ring ceremony will
The Lottie Moon Circle of be performed by Dr. H. C. Chil- First Baptist Church held a"Ch- tmas". The prayer calendar was Rogers, Jane Arant, and Sharon
the First Baptist Church %VMS es in the sanctuary of the First ristmas In August" meeting at read and prayer was led by Miss Moore.
Counselors present were Miss
wW meet at the home of Mrs. Baptist Church on Sunday, August the home of Mrs. Bernice Wise- Nancy Mathis.
hart on Tuesday, August 26, at
A. W. Russell at 7:30 p. m. Note 31, at two-thirty o'clock
The group sang Christmas car- Marilyn Viiisehart, Miss Beverly
in the five o'clock in the afternoon.
change in date.
ols with Miss Marilyn Wise- Paschall; Mrs. Eugene Russell,
afternoon.
• ••
Each year in August these me- hart at thepiano.
Mrs, James Rogers, Mrs. Joe
Nuptial music will be present- etings are held for the members
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrMembers present were Krista Johnston, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
ed by Mrs. John Bowker, organ- to bring gifts to send a mi.:sioder of the Rainbow for Girls
Maupin,- Martha Wisehart, Sarah and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart.
will meet at the Masonic Mall ist, and Miss Judy Adams, voca. zary. The gifts this year will be Sams, Joyce Wooden, Nancy He- .Refreshments of Christmas
sent, to Mr. and Mrs, Dolton
at seven p. m. An initiation list.
cookies, green lime sherbert puMiss Wilkerson will be given Haggan, Baptist Indian Center, rndon, Patricia Hamilton, Becky nch,
will be held.
mints , and nuts were served
Sams,
Mary
Ann
Jones,
Penny
in marriage by her father. She Philadelphia, Miss,
•••
Moody, Danna Shipley, Elizabeth from the beautifully appointed
chosen
Miss
has
Lynn
Vicki
SpiWednesday, September 3
Miss Sharon Moore presented Herndon,
Lisa Jones, Kameil Si- dining table overlaid with a red
The ladies day luncheon will celand as her maid of honor. the program which included the
mmons,
Karen Russell, Nancy cloth and centered with four figBridesmaids will be Miss Ro- account of Jesus' birth in Luke
be served at 12:15 p. m. at the
Mathis,
Lyons, Patsy Math- •ires with the letters, "Noel"
Gail
bbie
Wilkerson,
sister of the
Oaks Country Club. Call Freda
on them.
Butterworth at 753-1293 or Ef- bride-elect , and Miss Joyce
fie Vaughn 753-3158 for reser- Wooden.
Serving Mr. Howe as best man
vations. Other hostesses are
June Crider, Josephine Mc. will be Duane H. Lowry,GroomsLemore, June Wilson, Kathryn men will be Steve Andrus, Mike
Cain, Jane Boyd, Shirley Dar- Baker, and Donnie Cohoon.
nall, Dorthes Fike, Lenore Li.asanam,111e11114111111111Wats anassis?!=*sess„
At the guest register will t‘e
gon, Cathryn Garrott, Gaynelle Mrs. Michael Holliday of HenderWilliams, and Margaret Green- son.
field.
The bridal couple cordially
•••
invites all friends and relatives
to attend the wedding.

MEANWHILE BACK
AT THE HOME...
Shoe designers have doll(
their "home" work well, is tilt.
word from the National Foot
wear Institute. The little enchantments they've created to
wear there are one of the reasons at-home entertaining has
never been more exciting
There are sandals that are
mere swings of silk, lacy webs
pelted with diamonds, thongs
in showers of color cascaded
with beads, silken court shoes
done in the purity of white.
Black is ravishing, can be
strung with diamante embroidery or Boucied up with Pierrot ruffles, or,Jtung with golden
chains.
They can even be little boots
of crushy velvet or tailored
shells to wear with harem
trousers.

To remove starch from an
iron, rub the hot iron over a
paper bag containing a piece of
paraffin.

Big savings on all Fords.
Hurry for the best choice.
See your Ford Dealer now!
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Low-priced Maverick
now has a lot
of company...
clearance-priced
full-size Fords
and Mustangs.

The Woman's Missionary Union of the Oak Grove Baptist
Church met at the church August
25 at eight o'clock in the evening
for its regular monthly meeting.
There were twelve present.
Minutes were read by the secretary and the treasurers report
was given. Old and new business was discussed.
The study for August was entitled, "Immortal Messages to
Mission - Founded Churches",
The first chapter of Revelation
was read by Opal Smotherman.
The mes.ges
ag
to the seven
churches were read and discussed by the following: To the church
at Ephesus, Gray Evitts; to Simrna, Sherry Paschall; to Pergamum, Carolyn Hicks; to Thyatira, Youlonda Grooms; to Sardis, Dianne Paschall; to Philadelphia, Pauline Story; to Laoclicea, Delpha Taylor.
The prayer calendar was read
and prayers for the missionaries
were made,
Those present other than Abe
ones who were on program were:
Clovis Jones, Beverly Foutch,
Teresa Taylor, and pastor, Harold Smothermon.

Trairiln
Worohl

Watch,
Bible I
Bible I
Mlniati
Berwioe

"Christmas In August" Meeting Held At
The Wisehart Home By Girls Auxiliary

Beta Sigma Phi Has
"Beginning Day"
Supper Meeting
Oak Grove WMU
The Gamma Gamma chapter Has Regular Meet

oi,

JE
1

Plans Completed By
Miss Wilkerson
For Her Wedding

of Beta Sigma Phi sorority opened its 1969-19'70 year of activities
with a pot-luck supper and traditional "Beginning Day" meeting
at the Community Center Monday, August 25, at six o'clock in
the evening.
Husbands and children of members were invited to share in the
food and fellowship during the
early part of the evening. After
supper a business meeting was
held and members discussedplans for the coming year including social activities, service projects, ways and means projects,
and program organization.
Families enjoying the delightful get-together included Marie
and Issac Adams and children;
Martha and Willard Ails and
Mark; Rowena and John Emerson and Sandra; Darlene and Wally Ford and children; Barbara
and Benny George and children;
Lou and Noland Harvey and children; Judy and John Hina and Joy;
Carol and Ray Sims and Janee,
Judy and Dan Wall and Shane;
Barbara and Chester Wildey an
children.
Other members attending wer
Martha Gardner, Suzanne Mc
Dougal, Patricia Wiggins, Su
Overby, Anna Requarth, and Pa
Hopkins.
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Galaxie 500 Hardtop

PERSONALS
Mrs. Judy Adams and children, Teresa and Timmy, have
returned from a ten days vacation to Acapulco, Mexico, They
went by plane via Nashville, Tenn., and Dallas, Texas.
Junius 0. Parker of Murray
Route Three has been dismissed from the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
James E. Hughes of Murray
has been a patient at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Italian
meat -pasta
combinations moved faster than
20 per cent of the total
department sales. Chow mein
:Hid other Chinese-style dinners
now account for 11.1 per cent
of total sales. Quick serve dishes
such as chili and sloppy joe's
in•a-can are increasing in
popularity with teenagers.

Mustang

Hardtop

He I

HRIS1T M77
e
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
t
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. milli
Wednesday at 6:00 p.m.
- ALL WELCOME
—

Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn
and daughters, Deborah and Patricia, of Atlanta, Ga., will spend
the Labor Day weekend with their The Bible
Speaks to You
parents, Mrs. Hallett Dunn,Fair- , Station
WNBS • 1340 KC
lane Drive, and Mr. and Mrs. onso
Sikraimalimmx
John Workman, Miller Avenue,

FDAF

PARKER INC. MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Rey. Martin Mattingly, pester
Sunday Masses: 8 a.m.,11 am. and
4:30 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
Sm. and 6:00 p.m.

te of the reaertaining

has

aro

UNE YOU

exciting.
ials

190

000TTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
echool
.Lasa Pettish. Paster
les
m.
00 a.m
10:0
Sunday
Worship Service
pm
Training Union
Even ing Worship
Wednesday flervice
Rudy Barnett, S.S. Sept.. Paill1:771:131 aPpyi
Garrison, trainers Vales Director.

well, is the
lational Footle

79

that are

HIS CHURCH

lk, lacy webs
ionds, thongs
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court shoes
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embroi-
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up with Pier-

GRACE BAPTIST eatraca
South Ninth Street
Ere. L. D. WPsea,
School
1:46 sera
Homing Worship
10:46 amt.
Sunday Nighl
Training Union
11:15
Worship Serviee
7:00

with golden

sunday

be little boots
or

tailored

vith

harem

LIBERTY CUMBE RL A ND
PRESBYTERIAN
Reeled H. Bates, Pastor
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Randolph Allen. pastor
Preaching
11:00 a.m. Jerry Graham, Sunday School Supt.
Son a, School
10•00 R.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
tileuttli RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH Evening Servioe
7:00 p.m
Prayer
Meeting
Wed.
7:00 p.m.
Highway 414, New Gonoord, Ky.
Sunday Evening Singing
6:30 p.m.
Rev. Aubert Rose. Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
.Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
Evening Worship
6:40 p. m.
CHURCH
Mae And
Solidity School Supt.,
Route 3 - Pottertown

COME TO WO
--6-7
R17
AND REJOICE...

cascaded

Prayer Meeting

7:00 p.m

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
IU MfitELAN D rn.ustrtrzn-

irch

from an
t iron over a
ing a piece of

CMUSCIS

He,. Ed telu•sr, pastor
litinday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Young People
8:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S wrinkrasszs
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Bandarra
Watohtower Study .... 10:30 am.
Bible Lecture Sunday . 9:30 am.
Bible Study Tuesday .. 7:30 p.m.
Ministry School Friday . 7:30 p.m.
Service Meeting Friday
8:30 p.m.

HURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
James J. Reiter, Minister
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Evangelistic Service .
7:00 p.m.
Mid -Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH

TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. H. Thema*, Paster
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m
Preaching'
2nd and 4th Sundays at 9:30 am.
Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.

OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bro. James West. minister
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 pm.
Evening Worship

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHUB( Ii
Main Street at 10th
Norma* Culpepper, pewter
7534411
Dial-A-Devotion
1:40 air
Sunday School
10:60 a.rn
Morning Worship
Training Union:
5:20 p.m
(Sept.-March)
6:10 p.m
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
6:30 pm
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Prayer Meeting:
7:30 p.m.
Each Wednesday

RUSSELL!) CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. IL Thomas, Paster
Preaching:
First and Third Senolays 9:80 RM.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
METHODIST CHURCH
CHURCH
(Formerly New Hops and Sulphur
15th & Sycamore
Springs Churches)
Travis Smith, pastor
Johnsen Easley, Pastor
Sabbath School
1:00 p.m. Church School
10:00 a.m.
Worehin Service
2:00 p.m Worship Service
11:00 am.
Methodist Youth Fellectirship
Meeting
6:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
CHURCH OF J1411501 CI'R'ST
1620 W. Main Street
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Rev. Robert Iturcliccli Vicar
(Hermes)
Services Each Sunday at
Services held at 15th and Sycamore
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
6:00 and 10:10 a.m. Sacrament Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Phone 763-0249
008/REN METHODIST
CHURCH
Fist and Third Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Morning Service .
11:00
Second and Fourth '
Sundays:
Sunsls.y School
10:00
Methodist Youth
Fellowship
6:16
Worship Service
7:00

os
tw
ar
p

CHESTNUT STREET
TABERNACLE
(Peateeestal Church Or God
01 America)
Cherry—& Chestnut
11.M.
Rev. Jolla W. De Water, Pastor
/1./11.
Sunday School
10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
Evening Worship
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Friday P.Y P A
7:30 P.M.

Sunday
Bible School
9:46
Worship Hour .... 10:40
Evening Worship
6:00
Wednesday
Midweek Bible Study 7-30

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev.Willie Johnson pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Billy Roberts,lupe
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Donnie Chapman. Director
Evening Worship
710 pen'
Wednesday Service
7:00 pm.

made the laboring man a great promise.
The
proclaiming of Labor Day as a national holiday
might not be a -coincidence after all.
In St. Matthew, the Lord promised
rest to

all those
who labor and are heavy laden. Thus
the National Holiday was set aside in
respect to all
those who work together to make onr
nation strong and free God is on the side
of the working men,
but He has no use for the nonproducers=
the
drones— the sluggards— the usurpers
In Corinthians,
He makes it very plain that every
man shall

LYNN GNAT!
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Deposes F. Wheatley,
South 18th Street
pester
First and Third Sundays:
Ande McKee. preacher
Worship Service .... 9:45
a.m.
Sunday School ....
10:45 a.m. Services
Second and Fourth
Sunday Bible Study — 10 110
Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00
a.m. Sunday Womble
10:50 aft
Worship Service ....
11:00 am. Sunday Worship
0:00 p.m.
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
Wednesday Bible Study — 7.00 pen.
METHODIST CHURCH
Par Information
or traneportstion
Oall 753-3500 or 753.T2O0
First Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Second Sunday:
Fifth and Maple Streets
Sunday School . . . 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.M. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson. Jr., pastor
Third Sunday:
Church School
:45tem
Sunday S.,s,.01
10:00 a.=Morning Worship
Fourth Sunday 8:45 & 10:60 am.
Worship Ser..
. 0:45 fr
Jr. & Sr Fellowship .... 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School .... 10:43 a
In•Everdng Worship
7:00 p.m.
WIT Sunday
7:00 p.m.
(2nd and 4th Sundays)
7th & Poplar
CHURCH OF ( HRIST

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Billy (Wilmer pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 :00 am.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Youth
Fellowship
7:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
OP CHRIST
Johnny Dale. minister

10 son.
11 am
6 p.m
Evening Worship .... 6:30 p.m
Wedneeday:
Bible Maas
p.m.
Singing

p•M.

You 6 Tie Ciro
The (larch ls You

our respects, for we...
horn with him

— form • consbrorrhoe
for good Every Kum,
mower,it'd auId moos
the Influ•or• of the
church So, coots ler
VI po roto the house
of th• Lord Let u•
support
proproo
Of ••.r.t• to humorstry, be • ferthful work
er,• daily b.bie reader erud otiend serve-es
reputed,

KIPRSEY UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Johnson Easley, Paster
Worship Service
9:80 a.m.
Church School
10:40 a.m

‘ Sunday School
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship
Prayer Service

10:00
11:00
7:80
7:50
7:00

a.m
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

10:00
11:00
6:30
7:30
7:00

am.
am
p.m
p.m.
p.m

HAZEL BAI T181 CHURCH
B. R. Winchester. pastor

unday Eicnool
9.45
Worship
11:00
Training liteon ... ...... 6:30
Evening \,..aship
7 .30
Wedneada3 Set ,ce
7:80
IXIIIANCEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
Sunday School
9:16 am..
Morning Worship
10:3) sm.

.:NIVERSITT cnuarn or (HEIST
106 North 15th Street
Hollis Meier. minister
Bible Study
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
8:00 p.m.
Mid-Week
7:00 p.m.
Thursday (College Student
Devotional)
6:15 p.m.

ELM eiliOVIC liAPlieT CHURCH
I. nt. A. Farmer, pastor
Sued-4 dchool
10:00 a.m.
Tealning Union
4:00 p.m.
Worship
11:00 am. and 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday .
7:00 p.m.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
P.m.
p.m.

Sunday Sohooi
Worship Se rice

10:00 am
11'00 a.m

WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Hayward Roberte,pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

WAYMAN CHAPEL
Imre
A.M.R. CHURCH
2•0 East Mulberry Street
9:45 a.m.
ro
dahyipSs
lloe
ch
eo
eo
nre
S
vv
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship7:00 p.m.
Teacher Training
Prayer Service
A.C.E. League

UNITED PENTACOSTAL
CHURCH
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Ellis G. Campbell. pastor
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH

CHERRY CORNER BAPTInfa
CHURCH

Sunday School .....
Morning Worship
Training Ureon
Evening Worship
Wed. Services

10:00
11:00
7:00
3:00
7:30

am.
am.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m

UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Stacy Myers, minister
.... 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
10:60 am.
Evening Service
6:30 -p.m.
Mid-Week Bible Study:
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

EMHANVEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIS 1' CHURCH
Harnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bro. Thomas Fortner, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:80 p.m.
Training Union
E•entng Worship
7:30 P.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service

SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tra n tng l'n ton
Evening Worship
Wednesday Night

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Dean Crntehfleld, minister
Church School
10:00 a.m. ettecley Bible
Study
10:00 am.
Worship Service:
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship:
Wed. Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
... 1st Sun. & 3rd Wed. evening
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Evening Services 30 minutes later
during Summer months.
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
TEMPLE
309 So. 6th Street
NEW CONCORD
.
Se
Robert
,
caraen OF CHRIST
Hermitic,'
Sunday School
10 am
Bible Masse,
10 -00 a.m. Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 pm.
Worship & Preaching . 10.50 em Wed. Evening Worship .... 7 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Bible Classes
7'00 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCE
H. C. Chiles, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Training Union
8:00 p.m.
1:ven. Worship
7:10 p.m .
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH

KIERSEY BAPTIST enrnen
Rev. David Brasher, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training. 'Union
6:80 p.m.
evening worship
7:20 p.m
Wednesday Night
II:30 p.m.

a.M.
a.191.
p.M.

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirkse!.. Kentucky
Robert Robinson, minister
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
sunday Night Service
7:00 p.m.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. BM Bond, pester
Sunday School
10:00
Morning woranio
11:00 CM.
Kvortlflw Wnrrthlr.
1'O0 1:1.211

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Classes

American laborer. And may we
reverently think on God as We

'
man
,work is

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHUB( H
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Fervice
7:00 p.m
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
and third Suressy

Sunday:

for greater achievements. As we honor net'
working women and men, let us reflect
on all the good fortunes of every;

celebrate, sei we pay

10:00 a.m.
11:00 sem.
7:00 p.m.
8 - 30 p.m.
7:00 pin*

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
William It. Porter. Pear**
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Worship Hour
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship
6:30 p.m.
CYF Fellowship
6:00 p.m.
Men's Fellowship
third Wednesday
rwF Cren. Meet.
third Tuesday

CHURCH

receive his own reward, according
to his own labor.
Then, let us not gloat over past
accomplishments
Let us put our shoulders to the wheel

know. 8

Sundey Set u.S
Morning Worship
Praising Union
Evening 'Worship
Wed. Prayer Meeting

Bible Study
Wed. a 7:30 pm.
Sunday School
14:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1,1:00 a.m.

p.m.
86:0100

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHUR( H
Doyle M. Webb, pastor
South 16th and Glendale Road
Sunday School
1T00 and.
VI °retie) Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday night
7:90 p.m.
Mm t Week Service
7:30 p.m.

Sholar's Auto Repair
A Friend

Complete Auto and Truck Serviee
209 80. 7th

Carroll Tire Service

Storey's Food Giant

..

Phone 7534761

1105

Bel Air Shopping Center

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
Pogue - 1 Blk. E. of 8. 12th - Phone 753-1489

753-2700

Hwy. 641 N
ilk

,45Etin &
1:7
ii
:
@On° 011

AMERICAN
MOTORS

Treas Motor Sales

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Shirley Florist

Bowling At ie. Rest — Fine Food

Flowers for All Occasions
Member
em
F.T.D.

r

502 N. 4th St.

Phone 7S.3-2202

1415 Main Se , ,

ip---•'- ' .

Johnson's Grocery
Fine Food For Flee Folks

-

753-3251

753 5041

512 S. 12th St.

Trenholm's Drive-In
Benny Penny Chicken - Plaza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 22.00 or More
12th de Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used

Boone's Incorporated

SALES, SERVICE AND PARK RENT.
,

Hwy
The Cleaner That's Interested
In You

94,

MILE EAST OF MURRA,

OFFICE PH

D. Geor....e.
753.29E45

JOHN

753.6683
GIL G. HOPSON
HOME PH 436.51390

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
Heating

....

8th

Sheet Metal

at Chestnut

th

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Cain &

Taylor Gulf Service •

used Car. — Minor Repairs
Day 75:i- Night 753-3548

Air

Phone

-

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

Robert Young
W rn. E. Dodson
•

Phone 753-5334

Herman K. Ellis
J.W. Youlg

Mime

753-4832

Murray, ity

Phone.753-1933

Phone 753-7992

•...
-

4116-2346 or 436-5311

New Concord

753-7101

•
Five Points

Owners

Jobbers et Me OS Preempts

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN GOOD"1,

Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division

Palace Drive-In

"For All Your Fertiliser Needs"

WWII-

Ktntuckv_ fried Ckiektii. - Kentucky Lake Oil Company

..

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

cot. and Mrs. Thomas E.

Conditioning

COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

1113 Sycamore

Murray'Livestock Company

Lyrthurst Resort

liolinc.

Ellis, mgr

E.

W. Outland.

-

..

.

Susie's Cafe

supt.
National Hotel

Phorie_Lsuia

,

Phone 753-1323

Building

:
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(Continued Prom Page One)
it was pointed out that the intersection is somewhat of a hazard because of the sharp rise
as one goes west on Olive.

PM

Library Has
Shipment
Of New Books

I.
ADU
NUR
AUGI

The extra trash pickup will
begin on next Tuesday and will
continue through September
The trash pickup is divided into two parts, with the first part
at the beginning of the summer
and the second at the end of
the sununer This is in addition to the regular garbage pickup. Residents are urged to have
trash in containers at the edge
of the curb and any limbs they
wish to have carried away ;should be sawn into short enough
lengths for the men to handle.

0

The Murray-Calloway County
Librar) has recently received
new shipments of books from the
Department of Libraries. They
are as follows:
A Is For Advent, by Charles
W. Ferguson. A very special
phabet book in which the author bk.
a•
ells us the story behind words
ociated with religion, thereby
revealing some of the background
f present-day beliefs.
The Best of Glencannon by
Shelton, 16, of the Farmington Chapter, on
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture, J.
Guy Gilpatric. In the twenty-two
winning the Top Team in FFA Dark Air
Robert Miller, congratulates Van Sims, IS,
Cured Tobacco at the Kentucky State Fair.
Ordinance 499, prohibiting stories that comprise this voluRicky Travis, 16, Micheal Jones, 16, Micheal
parking on Twelfth street from me, we have the adventures of a
Chestnut to Sycamore except beloved rogue, and chief engineer
for a short space at Twelfth of the ship Inchcliffe Castle.
and Poplar was read for the Cosima Wagner, by AliceSokosecond time and is now Law. loff. Cosima, daughter of the famFranz
Ordinance 500, an ordinance ous pianist composer
ADULTS 89
which authorizes the selling of Liszt, was the great love and
NURSERY 5
bonds for the construction of inspiration of Richard Wagner's
AUGUST 27, 1969
the Murray Hospital addition, life. The whole touching story
was read for the second time. Is told with taste and insight.
ADMISSIONS
This same legal instrument was Creating With Colored Paper,
ate action from the North.
approved by the Calloway Co- by Lothar Kampmann. Paper as a
By MERRDAAN SMITH
The President will have
Miss Shelia Tucker, Rte.1, Fa- unty Fiscal Court and the one creative medium for school and
UPI White House Reporter
several opportunities to lean on rmington; Mrs. Carl Dick& Baby million dollars in bonds may
home - This book is particularly
in
f.
. SAN CLEMENTE, Cali Hanoi in public statements
Girl, 1508 Valentine, Murray; now be sold.
useful for elementary and high
as
future:
1,
near
named
Rte.
the
was
Peeler
Riley
,(UPI).- President Nixon today
Master Darrell Rogers,
teachers, art educators
school
the
before
appearance
continued a slow steady pres- - His
Hazel; Mrs. Wanda Jones &Baby an employee of the Murray and parents.
Conference
sure on Hanoi to produce a National Governors
Boy, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Hilda Street Department.
The Drug Dilemma, by Sidney
Labor
sign the North in Denver, Colo., on
Winchester, Rte. 1, Lynn Grove;
; dependable
Cohen. This book attempts to preMiss Karen Tolley, 409 Elm
• Vietnamese want peace.
sent the current drug scene with: What bothered the Chief - At the Mexican border Ct., Broken Arrow, Okla.; Mrs.
in the context of our past exper;Executive and his top advisers Sept. 8 when he makes a public Eura Caldwell, Box 77, Hazel;
ience with mind-altering chemiat the western White House appearance with Mexican Pres- Mrs. Grace Barnes, Rte. 3, Murcals. Perhaps the most imporwas that they had no visible ident Gustavo Diaz Ordaz near ray; Mrs. Paula Suiter, 103South (Continued Prom Page One)
tant single feature is the effort
proof the North wanted to end Del Rio, Tex.
12th, Murray; Mrs. Mary Carr,
to present a rational point of view
the hostilities in Southeast Asia.
Rte 2, Murray; Baby Girl Car- mese in the past 12 days. More at a time when only extreme prothan 80 U. S. soldiers have been clamations are heard. Written
• The Nixon pressure was
roll, Rte. 5, Murray.
Returns to Washington
killed in the same period.
evidenced in his delay in -When he returns to Washby a doctor of psychiatry.
DISMISSALS
Thirteen American Marines
announcing of continued U.S. ington the night of Sept. 8.
The Ordeal of Total War -l939..
were killed in the valley Thurs- 1945, by John Carlis. This study
force reduction. He had planned
Meantime, there would be a
M.. ,ter Darrell Rogers, Rte. 1, day and 13 woupded. They of Europe during the Second War
originally to say something on steady tattoo from San Clethis volatile subject before the mente, sending Oat would try Hazel; Glenn Nanny, 1081/2 North killed 18 Communist tioops.
shows the various ways in which
end of August.
to be this consistent message to 9th, Murray; Miss Barbara Will- A South Vietnamese patrol the European countries adapted
Hanoi: Slow down or face a iams, 1208 Olive, Murray; Miss led by a U. S. Green Beret ser- themselves to the demands .of MISS Libby Edwards (seated)
obsoluete
Has Another Consideration
heavier level of American Nancy Duncan, Rte. 3, Murray; geant discovered an
was crowned miss Marshall
protracted and total war.
Mrs. Dora Cherry, Rte. 3, Mur- U. & M41 tank hidden in an
Also, Nixon had another combat performance.
County Fair 1969, Wednesday
Izenberg.
Jerry
by
The
Rivals,
Communist bunkinternatonal trading card which
Nixon met Therday with his ray; Mrs. Upa Wyatt, 503 North underground
We are a nation of great emotion./ evening at the Benton City Park
In - the opening event of the
Murray; George Lassiter, er near Tay Nin.h Thursday.
tad to be considered- what the chief economic advisers and
the sports events that have
and
had
it
said
spokesmen
Military
North Vietnamese and the Viet Ziegler said afterwards that Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Ella Tidwell,
at
us
tell
country
this
gripped
captured from South
Cow representatives do and certain indicators show "there Rte. 2, Hazel; Master Traci been
•
great deal about ourselves. This
1, Benton; Mrs. Vietnamese troops three years
-gay in Paris. Thus far, they is a beginning in the cooling off Jones, Rte
and
events
the
about
is
books
ago
Marianne Ham, & Baby Girl,
lave done little toward the sort of the inflationary tendency."
personalities that have created
The five National Guardsmen
of settlement the United States
He cited the slowdown in the Rte. 1, Benton; Mrs. Ella Duna
emotions which captured the who- (Continued From Page One)
would accept.
rise of wholesale prices and way, Rte. 1, Farmington; Pa were driving down a road 32 le country.
Murray.
State Trooper Guy Turner of
Tuesday
Saigon
1,
Rte.
of
was
message
Galloway,
miles
north
American
The
indications that prices for
Why Me?, by William Gargan. Murray of the Kentucky State
when the truck's rear wheels
coming through slowly: No pull- durable goods may be stabilizformer actor tells an inspir- Police Water Patrol. He called
hit 40 pounds of explosives. This
Own without some commensur- ing as hopeful signs.
ing story to biography lovers, to for an inquest when he discovA.
Guy
4
Spec.
were
They
Ziegler stressed, however,
special ered that Lansing had a 3/4
Blanchett, 22, Spec. 4 Roger E. theatergoers, and is of
that the administration does not
sufferers
fellow
his
to
interest
inch cut over his right eye, a
Robichau, 24; Spec. 5 Richard
expect an "immediate" response
cancer. He mentiaina many swollen nose, and a cut lip.
P.
Richard
24,
Sgt.
Benest,
E.
to efforts to halt rising prices
(Cont', tied From Page One) Raymond, 27 and Spec 4 Gaetan well-known persons of the theaTestimony at the inquest reby keeping the budget in the black
(Continued From Page Ono)
all of Man- trical world and gives a goodpic- vealed that Lansing and Greg
20,
G.
J.
Baudoin,
spending.
federal
and restraining
Tommy Hale, and Voris Park- chester, N. H.
ture of an actor's life.
Hite, age 17, of Paducah, ennever see that second "the"
er.
gaged In a fight about an hour
All were of the 3rd Battalion,
until after a while.
Honorary pallbearers will be 197th Artillery, which had arChildren's Books
before the drowning, but "made
Gerald Coles, John Tom Tay- rived in Vietnam in September,
up" immediately afterwards. •
:That's one of Everett Jones'
The best time to begin lor, Edward Curd, Pat Thomp- 1968 for a year's duty. All the
Lansing, a senior at St. Mary
Around The WOrld In Ninety
painting is during a relatively dry son, Buddy Irvin, Hugh White. rest of the battalion made it Minutes, by Rocco V. Keravolo. High School, is survived by his
•
time of day. Temperatures Rascoe Earhart, Wilton Holland. back to rear areas for proces- A colorful introduction to space parents, three brothers, a sisAargau Parker in the other day, should be ablive 50 degrees and Hollis Walker, Joe Bruce Wil- sing home.
travel, this volume gives an ex- ter, and grandparents.
looking well. He was out of morning dew evaporated. son, Hugh Miller, M. W. Henry,
Funeral services were held
Military spokesmen said the planation of what was involved
:eammission for a while but Water-thinned (latex) paints Johnny Roach, Will Smith, John
Thursday at St. Thomas More
U. S. M41 tank was the first in a Gemini Space Flight.
mend.
the
on
be
*ems to
offer a little leeway frail less Jewell, and Pete Henson.
found in Communist hands in
The Beast In Holger's Woods, Catholic Church, Paducah. Bur:Burial will be in the Murray provinces near Saigon. It was
ideal conditions. They can
by August Derleth. What is bigger ial will be in St. Mary's CemeAurae:: was in business here than
with
the
arrangecemetery
captured in a Viet Cong attack than a bear, has claws,black fur, tery in Minneapolis, Minn., on
applied to slightly damp
for some years at Parker Pop- be
during humid ments by the J. H. Churchill on South Vietnamese forces the horns, tusks, and spines down its Saturday.
and
surfaces
city
the
on
served
corn, also
Funeral Home where friends night of March 24, 1966.
weather.
back? A hodag, of course! Ricky 1.111111=1=6„
eotmcil.
may call.
The 6-ton tank was in exceland Barmy have several adventurlent condition and even had 51
es when they go hunting for this
rounds of ammunition for its
illusive beast.
76mm gun, spokesmen said.
CAMEL CARAVAN, by Arthur
The M41 is no longer used
adventure suspenby U. S. troops in Vietnam al- Catherall. An
in the deserts of
set
story
se
though the South Vietnamese
Africa - cut off from the math
use some of them.
On the battlefront, heavy caravan, two youngsters face the
fighting flared again in the dangers of the desert as they
Qua Son Valley 30 miles south search for a waterhole.
of Da Nang on the northern
coast. Allied troops have been
fighting a North Vietnamese division for nearly two weeks in
the area.
Thirteen U. S. Marines were
HATCHER AUTO SALES is now the franchised dealer for Toyota with authorized sales and service The new car is made in Japan and comes in three series Crown, Corona and Coralla with killed and 42 others wounded
gas mileage up to 30 miles per gallon. The cars come in six colors This car is now on display at in a battle southwest of An Hoe.
13.tcher Auto. Mr. Hatcher has been the Vercury dealer in Murray since 1955 and the GMC truck The Marines killed 18 Communist troops before they withdealer since 1981.
drew.
Spokesmen said the past 12
days of fighting in the Que Son
Valley 340 miles northeast of
Saigon had killed more than
1,000 North Vietnamese troops.
Property owners in the Land
More than 80 Americans were Between the Lakes were given
killed.
until December 1 to vacate the
premises now owned by the
Tennessee Valley Authority in
Western District Federal Court
at Paducah on Thursday.

Nixon Continues Pressure On
Hanoi For Peace Sign Today

Mt
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Hospital Report
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Clure
Mrs.

Five National

Drowning

SEEN & HEARD ...

Marvin Hale

seventh annual marshau county
Fair. miss Elaine Stice, left,
was named 2nd runner-up and
Miss Treasa Powell was selected as 1st runner-up. miss

Edwards will reign as Queen
during the remainder of the
festivities of the Fair and will
represent Marshall County in
the state competition.

Police Probing
'Prank Kidnap'
LOUISVILLE (UPI): Authorities have
blamed a "college boy's prank" for the
alleged abduction of a young man at a
motel here.
But police checked an Ohio license
plate with the Ohio Highway Patrol just
in case."
A witness said he saw a young man,
20 or, 22 years old, abducted from the
parking lot of downtown Traveloge Motel
here.
The witness, who was staying at the
motel, said he saw two men jump from
an auto, remove the victim's glasses,
throw a black raincoat over his head and
force him into the car.
Police said they were told there was
no struggle and the car used in the alleged abduction had 1969 Ohio license
plates 9908-CD.

NOW ON DISPLAY
at
Hatcher Auto Sales

LBL Owners
Ordered Out
December 1

South 12th Street Murray, Ky.

VARSITY BARBER SHOP

Will Have Three Full Time Barbers

Jerry Beane, Hubert Dunn& Bud Myers

Mr. Hubert Dunn Has Sold His Interest In The Curd
and Dunn Barber Shop and After Sept. 1st Will Be
Connected With THE VARSITY BARBER SHOP
COME BY AND SEE US
We Have The Best Shoe Shine Man In Town On The Job Daily

VARSITY BARBER SHOP

IN
THE HOTEL BLD.
LOCATED
I

WEST MAIN STREET

Suits Stolen

(Continued From Page One)
theft occurred sometime oetween 6:30 p. m. Thursday and
7:30 this morning. The investigation is continuing by the police.
FREe rUPPY
A small puppy, thought to
be a Beagle, was left Wednesday night at a home in Murray. The family can not keep
the dog and any one wishing
to have the dog is asked to
call 7534585.

Thirty-three owners of the
area between the Tennessee and
Cumberland rivers on Kentucky
Lake and Barkley Lake in Trigg
and Lyon counties had remained ip their homes after TVA
had condemned their property

YOESTA
TOAUTOMOBIL

The TVA filed the motions
for the owners to vacate several days ago. Judge Henry
Brooks said in sustaining the
motions by TVA that if the
December 1 deadline forced
unusual hardships on anyone
that an appeal could be made
to the court.

*6 Colors to Choose From
*2 Transmission Choices, Automatic & 4 Speed
- 2 Dr. Sed. - 4 Dr. - Sta. Wagon

SEE THEM NOW AT

Most of the owners in the
area have disputes with TVA
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International over the prices offered by
The ancient Olympic Games, TVA. Granville Clark, attorney
begun in Greece 776 B. C., were for the landowners, sought to
held at four-year intervals un- keep TVA from beating down
til the Roman Emperor Theo- homes and buildings on the land
dosius ji abolished them in 303 in dispute until the litigation is
A. D.
final.

HATCHER AUTO SALES
South 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
aet

•
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Hospital Report
ADULTS 91
NURSERY 3
AUGUST 26, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Verenda Linn, Box 224,
Benton, Mrs. Kathy Wade, 909
Pogue Ave., Murray; Mrs. Sharon Carroll, Rte, 5, Murray; Mrs.
Eve11 Groves, Rte, 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Eva Orr, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs.
Inez Smith, 736 Nash Dr., Murray; Mrs. Neva Manning, Rte. 3,
Benton; Lexie Groves, Rte. 8,
Benton; Mrs. Nellie Nance, Hazel; Mrs. Flora Harris, Rte. 6,
Murray, Bruce Crain, 900 Poplar St., Murray; ToIly Alexander, Rte. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; Baby
Girl Parker, 1113 College Cts.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
James Hargis, 1303 Overby
St., Murray; Mrs. Nina Fox,
Rte. 1, Lynn Grove; Osley McClure, 318 North 7th, Murray;
Mrs. Glenna Taylor & Baby Girl,

DENOUNCES EXECUTIONS
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Secretary of State William P.
Rogers has denounced the
latest executions in Iraq as a
"bloodbath" which "is a matter
of serious concern to people
everywhere. We hope this
concern will be recognized and
serve to bring an end to the
series of executions in Iraq,';
Rogers said in a statement
Monday,

Wall Street
Chatter

&

TIME .

—

more consolidation," but thinks
the market should begin to bo
well again given a glimmer of
good news.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
says nevertheless "there is
insufficient evidence to cohelude that a market bottom has
been,completed...bit would be
premature to relax the cautious
approach to new buying."

The Philip R. Gould market
commentary, discussing the WARNS AIRLINES
difficulty of operating in a
market where many partici- LONDON (UPI)— The City
Wall Street Chatter
Pants "can be caused to run in Council of the Royal Borough of
and out of hiding in'accordance Windsor, the area where Queen
NEW
YORK (UPI)— Fllor, with the utterances of public Elizabeth lives, warned Trans
Bullard & Smyth suggests that figures," suggests that whet, World Airlines and Pan Ameri1607 Catalina Dr., Murray; Mrs. investors get ready for a "skitterish types run itnto hiding can World Airways to quit
resurgence of volume and because of frightening pro- flying directly over the Windsor
Earlene Cunningham
& Baby
Girl, Rte. 5, Murray; Herbert higher stock prices. "From nouncements, the equities they Castle. The council said it was
Hughes, 208 Irvan St., Murray; where we sit," the firm said, leave behind must be checked not opposed to the flight routes
Hugh Wilson, Rte. 1, Murray; "the market has turned the over for bargains..When these simply because the castle is the
Mrs. Nancy Olive, Box 64, Pur- corner. It is starting slowly same headline-activated speci- queen's home but because "this
back up; momentum takes time mens come flocking out again is an area of
year, Tenn.; Mrs. Kathy Wade,
dense housing."
909 Pogue Ave., Murray; Mrs. to build. Just as we wake up because news and projections
some
spring morning and find are bullish, it becomes techniSara King, 204A Irvan Ave., Murray; Mrs. Oleter Leffler, Gener- everything turned green, so will cally risky to remain heavily
in
stocks
which BREAKS UP PROTEST
al Delivery, Murray; Miss Clara we find the new bull market invested
upon us."
suddenly appeal to them as
Eagle, 1206 Olive, Murray; Acie
--buys...lt
must be realized
HELSINKI, Finland (UPI)—
Bailey, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs.
Neva Maxedon, 208 Woodlawn, Since late July when the Dow equally nebulous bearish in- Riot police charged into a
industrial crossed 800 going in fluences can drive them back crowd of about
300 antiMurray; Henry Armstrong, 300
Vietnam War demonstrators
Elm St., Murray; Mrs. Mollie the wrong direction, the market out again,"
has reversed itself and done
--last night to break up a protest
Rogers, 1704 W. Main, Rte, 1,
Standard & Poor's Outlook, outside the U.S. Embassy. Four
Murray; Mrs. Annie Waldrop, just about everything right,
according to Shearson, Hammill noting some signs of a swing of demonstrators were arrested
1624 W. Olive, Murray.
& Co. The firm looks for "a bit sentiment to the bullish side, and a pol ceman
was injured.
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13,000 HOGS DONE AWAY WITH--Fiirrtter Robert D. Norton (right) and Bill Kersting
look a bit sadly at Norton's hogs in Silex. Mo.. which had to be destroyed because
of an
cutbreak of hog cholera. Not-ton lost 590 hogs in the extermination. In all, 13,016
hogs
had to be destroyed on 104 farms because of the cholera.

OPENING DAY SPECIALS AT SCOTTS'
S7.98 Westclox

PAPERBMATE

Electric Alarm
agi
r

5 & 10 minute extra
sleep buttons.

Not a ball pen. Not a fountain
pen. The new Flair has a tough
nylon tip that writes firm and
sharp—and stays that way. Flair
puts personality into your handwriting!

3"

The Dunbar "Drowse"
Lighted dial. White.
ee•

$1.78

"CUB"Stapler

Reg.
49c

With 1000 staples

"Nailed
Down" 139
Price

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

Aiwa
Tape Recorder 1333

BRILLIANT
COLORS

Brilliant gi7
C
colors.
Non-toxic.

$1.39 Pack of 4
TONEMASTER

$1.29 Valve

Recording Tape

CANTRECE
NYLONS

150' on 3" reel. PVC
magnetic type.

Wrinkle-free, non-sag fit.
A-B-C
sizes in
shade choice.

*am'

$14.95 Value
AM Portable Radio

Lady Vanity
HAIR DRYER
Extra fast - Extra
quiet

4 heat positions, 2 nail dryer
positions, 40" flexible
hose, large bonnet.

Plug into wall outlet
or use with batteries.

88

6'

25c Value

Grooming aid!

29c Box of16-

and batteries.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SAVINGS

NAIL
CLIPPER

Refills...
1000 staples 20

Includes tape,
reels, microphone,

99
'

2 49c

Compact convenience

$19.95
Value

SAVE
NOW

The
secret of
,,arnooth writing
is the new
nylon tip

$4.99 Glare-Free

HI-INTENSITY
DESK LAMP

:
„,ekoli,Itetzli;11.
7
::.
.r4 tou
1 a-IA1

10-watt-bulb 3
99
gves powerful
.....

.
7--

YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
TO

$2.88 Size
Cork

..

...

Bulletin
Board

18 x 24". Wood frame. Metal
hangers for mounting.

1
"

SAVE

$14.88 Value
Inwwiewastere

HALF-PRICE SALE

39t Value

TUSSY

STENO
NOTEBOOK

CREAM
DEODORANT

Gregg rule, 6 x 9 sheets, coil
bound, end opening.

"Girl
Friday"
Priced

Value
alue
'A
999
26
All Items Available At Both The Chestnut Street and Downtown Locations
Deluxe 11
zipper
case.

6 batteries included.
Leatherette case, 8 x 5 x 2/
1
2"

Stuutvx,piler
^fie& (3eelt

411•1111M.

SCOTT WALGREEN DRUG

Downtown Town Hours: 8:00 — 5:30
Not Open Sunday
•

Chestnut Street Hours: 9:00 — 9:00
Sunday Noon — 6:00

•
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Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

oneymooners To Be Feature
iOn Gleason Show This Year
-—

"I've

By ROBERT MUSEL

got

to dodge

that

This column of questions and
answers on federal tax matters
is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a
public service to taxpayers. The
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q - Is a graduate school fellowship taxable?

KENTUCKY

FRIDAY — AUGUST a

one-hour NBC special during the
new season. She will run the

ASKS BAN
WASHINGTON (UPI) — An
agreement by 11 domestic
airlines to pool an automated
reservation system is monopolistic and stifles comhetition,
according to the Justice Dedepartment
partment. T h e
Monday asked the Civil Aeronautics Board either to ban the
Proposed agreement or to
schedule full hearings on it. The
airlines are Alaska, Continental, Delta, Eastern, National,
Northeast, Northwest, Southern,
Trans
World, United and
Western.

TV
NOTES

gamut of types of women in
a man's life in sketches and
musical numbers. She will work
with seven male players.
5*,

NEW YORK (UPI) -- Two important Broadway
The CBS network has a new players
have joined television
one-year contract to broadcast
serials.
Irene Dailey is with
a National Hockey League game "Edge
of Night" for CBS, and
once a week. The tint of 13
Hugh Marlow has a

MO

Read The Want Ads
HOUSE PAINT SALE
q'KURFEES 1-3-8 LATEX

question," he said when the
word "romance" was mentioned, "I've got a divorce case
pending and I don't want to
continuing
Sendai afternoon telecasts will
jeopardize it."
role in NBC's "Another World.
be early in January.
Gleason separated from his
— 4 DAYS ONLY —
* * *
* * *
wife, Genevieve, in 1954. She is
contesting his suit for divorce,
Broadway star Anne Bancroft
A. Income from a fellowship
filed last year when New York Is
The first of the new Jackie
iday a variety of roles in a
usually tax exempt. If you are
bill
state added separation to the a candidate for a degree there is
Gleason programs on CBS, a
"The Great One" rolled up to permitted grounds.
one-hour musical "Honeymoonno limit on the amount of taxAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Gleason said he would do 15 free income you may receive
ers" show, will hit the air Sept.
the Eden Roc Hotel in a new
27.
With Art Carney, Sheila
custom built limousine, Honeymooners this season— all from a fellowship or scholar12th 8, Poplar Streets
0CM ClUEIZIEJ MGIGI MacRae and Jane Kean, as usual.
equipped with most of the hour-long musicals— and five ship grant.
6-Proposition
ACROSS
INNS
MOM
Mil
comforts of home and costing one-hour original musical comeHowever, if you teach or per7-Speck
noakiro rallrY3171-1
much as a fair-sized dies. The premise of the form other services in connec- 1-Stroke
ae
8-Man's name
MOO MUIWIN
whisper
that
4-Stage
be
Mansion— "over $65,000"— will Honeymooners will
9-Fight
tion with the award, the portion 9-Neckpiece
HUHU FIUM AMU
10-Lubricate
elegant, blonde Beverly McKit- Gleason, as Ralph Kramden, of the award that represents pay- 12-Fuss
mnr2
11-Devoured
trick, his close companion of wins a contest to write a song ment for this work is generally 13-Singing voice
n3 uom mum
16 Remainsat
"the
with
the past few months, at his for a Hollywood film
ease
taxable. This rule does not apply 14•River island
most horrible song possible." if all candidates for the degree, 15-Sponsor
18-Hit lightly
GOMM ODal [AMON
sit)e.
17-Partocie
20-The sun
OHOOU URO
He sprang nimbly from the This will send Gleason and Art whether they have a fellowship 19-Cares for
22 Separate
rannum HOMOUIP
kSag-size, cherry-black Limon- Carney, with Sheila MacRae or not, are also required to per- 21•Househotd
23-Wireless
CM OMAHA UOV
PM
she, license number JG 1, to and Jane Keen, off on their form these services.
25 Body of water
MOM OWEN' 01110
War
22
god
travels.
27-Amphibious
display with delight its auto2
-9
24
Cry
mammal
The film producer will be
56-Ventilag•
43-AertiOMI
For additippal information 26-Conspiracy
mated bar, refrigerator, televi28.Caudal
fluid
57
Obscure
Lynde.
Paul
played
by
telephones.
It
District
sion set and two
appendages
send a post card to your
29-Sedans
45-Agile
59-Goddess of
As for the opposition from Director for a free copy of Pub- 31-Once around
30-Offspring
47-Make lace
seats seven.
healing
track
(conoo.)
32-Vigor
49-Tag
"If you gotta go," Jackie Andy Williams.
lication 50'7, "Tax Information 33-Greek letter
60- Thehainl
36-Existed
52-Wagers
Andy's
"I
what
don't
know
in
law
34-Paid
notKe
said, "you might as well go
38-More secure
On Scholarships and Fellowshi54-Tardy
35-Seed
63.tPwre
.cfeir:
41-Glass
55-Cry of
Rambler is well-equipped to
doing," he said. "I hear he's ps."
ready foi a bumper-to-bumper
first class."
37 Affirmative
container
goat
take on all challengers. With our
Earlier this month one of his going after the young people
Q — What are the benefits folks 39 Note of scale
comparison with anyone. You've
40-Bone of body
standard 199 cubic inch engine,
staff confided that Gleason was and if he does that it won't over 65 get when they sell their 42-Scold
already seen our low price, now
44-Jury list
12 cubic feet of trunk space, and
in love with the tall, thirtyish bother me. I've got the older homes?
stop
in to test drive our Rambler.
46-Sound a horn
and attractive Miss McKittrick, appeal."
A. All or part profit made on 48-Sodium
seating for six, we're
-,-object matrimony— but Jackie
chloride
such sales may be tax free when
Glass fiber curtains and certain conditions are met. For 50-Evergreen
said he would prefer to talk
trees
only about his new silhouette draperies come in both textured example, the taxpayer must be 51-Flap
of
and his plans for the new and open weaves. Naturally 65 or over before the date of 53-Capital
Oregon
season against the competition wrinkle -free, they are the sale and owned and used the 55-Tangled
of the Andy Williams Show on rechangeable immediately after home as his principal residence 58-Haircutter
61.Be II
drip drying.
NBC.
for five of the -preceding eight 62-Country of
Asia
years.
64-Falsehood
For more details on this pro- 65-Exist
Compare us. Car to Car. Price to Price. Drop in.
vision of the law and to learn 66-Facial
expression
Where everything's going for you
more about the tax benefits for 67-Bitter
witch
those 65 or over, send a post
card to your district office and
DOWN
ask for a tree copy of Publi1-Soft food
cation 554, "Tax Benefits For 2-Girt's name
3-Walk
Jim Gregory, Salesman
Older Americlns."
unsteadily
Q - I read where I'll have to 4-Solar disk
4 Mile From University
Mayfield Hwy.
Distr. by United Feature Syrithea e, Inc.2/1
• ••• .• ••••••••• • •• ••••• •••••••••••••• •
fill out an extra form next year 5-Dispatches
to itemize my deductions instead
of doing it on the tack of the
1040. Is that right?
A - Yes, the place for itemized deductions has been moved PEAN UTS
I'm A GOOD ARTigT,
HOW ABOUT A BUNCH OF PIRATES
It was a
I HEAR YOU'RE
from the back of Form 1040
50 (FL(OU'Ll. START
FOREIGN LEGIONNARE6 FIGHTING
AND
dark
uJORKING
and
ON
A
/
to a separate schedule. The sepT4INKIN6 ABOUT WHAT
SOME COWEWS WITH SOME LIONS
NEW NOVEL,,/
arate form is basically another
stormy night.
YOU'D LIKE ON THE
AND TIGERS AMP ELEFRANT5 LEAPING
way to organize the information
THRou6H NE AIR A771415614040
COVER OF YOUR Ba)<,
required in a manner that bene15 TIED TO A S1/MARINE?
I'LLOPALLIITFOR Y011..
fits taxpayers by providing more
space to list deductions.
0
Q - Can you still be audited
even though a refund has come
through 0.K?
A . Yes. IRS generally has
three years from the time a re5
.4>gzeea.
turn is filed to make an audit
and assess additional taxes. For
this reason it is advisable to
keep tax records for ordinary
bY
.
Income and expense items at
least three years. Some recorOH , DEAR-- IT
LL TRY
ds, however, should be retained
EXPLODED
AGAIN
IN
I'LL
PRACTICE
longer. For example, those suppMY PACE
orting costs of investments, etc. FOR THE BIG
It usually takes about 5-6 weeFOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
BUBBLE - GUM
I
ks to process a return calling
CONTEST )
for a refund. In that time it is
only possible to make sure the re/hot
turn is complete, the arithmetic
Is accurate and that the taxpayer
Is not filing a duplicate refund
at 753-7381 or Call Us at Home, 753-5101, after S p.m.
claim or has an outstanding tax
liability.

.v"."MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
:-.Tickie Gleason, slimmer and
happier than he has been for
;years, will feature "The Honeydowers" again in his CBS-TV
Series this new season and
(there is no question he would
Zee to play a honeymoon role
in real life as well.

5595 per gal.

Sale Ends Saturday, Aug. 30

Starks Hardware

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

nnu Room
no
neranw unm umm

Just try to pay ess money and get
as much car as our Rambler.
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NOTICE TO

1

ALL MERCHANTS

' The response to our ad concerning
the setting up of a non-profit credit
and collection agency in Meurray has
been great. In two days _over 65 merchants have indicated their readiness
to organize such an agency.

CAIN & 1-RE-AS

Peanuts

If you are interested in a non-profit
credit and collection agency to comb
out all deadbeats, contact us at once.
Please remember this is for the benefit of the merchants, not a profit mak_ ing organization.

I

by Charles M. Schulz

Nancy

Ernie Bushmiller

w

MR. OR MRS. HAffORD JAMES

•••
• ••
•_• •
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Col. Sanders Recipe

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
"Its Finger Lickin Good"

I

KENTUCKY ROAST BEEF
" The Best There Is"

Abbie 'N Slats
I'M FLAT BROKE AN' IN
A HURRY T' GET BACK 7

CRABTREE CORNERS WHERE
THIS LOUSE, JASPER, 15 NO
DOUBT BUYIN. uP EVERY
ANTIQUE ROCKING CHAIR
HE CAN GET HIS HOOKS
ON,/

I ASSURE YOU, MRS,
SCRAPPLE, I HAVEN'T
SEEN YOUR HuSBAND
SINCE LAST WE MET
HERE.

Lil' Abner

bathe.

heat al
SLTNSE
room 1
back y.
Excedle
right.

ON
brick,
carpet,
N. 161
concret
heat, 1
500.
NEW
neer in
ral cei
baths,
nice. lt1
NEW '
Meadom
Nice a
TEN-RC
Street.
older h
rooms,
fine.
CIRCA:
room 1
central
beautif
lovely
FOUR.]
lege Ti
air, 2
THREE
neer ce
apartm
TWO-B
on Sh4
tral he
FIFI'El
Street.
tral he
NEW]
Drive.
age Pi
side.
BAGWI
room t
Drive. 1
:.•elneets.
!NOOK

APartm
$120.00

down.
THREE
Sha W4
2 baths
duced.
FOUR4
nc•lia. 2
air.
FOUR-I
?th Str
fireplac

kir nes
garage,
cation.
CIRCAI
bedroor
rage, 1
GATES]
3.bedrom
central
THREE
Kirirwcw
2 baths
iences.
DISTIN,
room t
Keeneb
rage, CI
everyth:
CANTE
brick. F
everyth
home.
BEAUT
brick ir
studed
living.
THREE
Hermit
ty. Yot
lieve it
THREE
Story. I
central
sets.
THREE
neer cc
carpet,
priced.
KINGSN
brick. (

KIN GSA
home. 3
slate fo3
double g
air. Trul:

by Al Capp
GIT OUTA MA1.4
VO'Ll'L

PESTI?

SAT. SUN. & MON.
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"®
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekkka.
PHONE 753-7101

CAMIC1

baths,
Real ni
LARGE
3-bedroc
floors. I

•

1113 SYCAMORE

by R. Van Buren

OFF

ON
Buckets & Barrels

=NMI

06.-29

4

Col. Sanders Recipe

LABOR DAY SPECIAL
Ssi.00

t4i
ea Sob U I Pet OM —A ylibly
'hi* by Ubboyl Pb* brook*, lac
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0

Real Estate For Sale

CAMELOT: Lovely French Probrick, 3-bedroom, 2
vincial
baths, double garage, central
beat and air. You must see this.
SUNSET BOULEVARD: 3-bedmom brick, 11
/
2 baths, fenced
back yard, all built-ins, drapes.
Excellent location and priced
right.

1110T1C11

NOTICE

Now on Display

1910 FORD PICKUP TRUCKS
A Complete New Line of

No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused

Come by and Talk with us Before You Trade

PARKER FORD INC.

miller

Reel Estate For Sale
BEAUTIFUL brand new threebedroom brick house. Has double carport, central heat and
air, outside storage, concrete
drive, built-in G. E. kitchen appliances. Large living room,
family room, entry hall, two
baths and is located in Murray's newest subdivision, in
city school district. Will trade
for smaller house.
AN ELOQUENT fireplace can
be found in this three-bedroom
brick. It has two full baths,
built in appliances, central heat
and air, living room, double
carport, entry hall, carpeting
and many other extras.

NEW LARGE three-bedroom BOAT AND MOTOR, 14 ft Lou
brick duplex with extra large Star fiberglass boat, 1962 tee
master bedroom. In Robertson HP Johnson motor. Price $209
School district. Central heat 00. See at 104 N. 13th or call
and air. Gold carpet through- 753-7498 or 753-47:14 after sir
REGISTER NOW to r dance out. Phone 753-6202.
A-29-C p. m.
A-29-C
classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance
Studio. Phone 753-4647.
LARGE PRIVATE lot in coun- TREAT rugs right, they'll be.
Sept.-8-C try to park trailer home. Room delight if cleaned with Blue
for two. Waiter, sewerage, and Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
lights furnished. $1500 Per $1. Big K.
A-344
month. Call 436-2323.
A-29-C
LARGE TRAILER on Kentucky CIDER made from handpicked
worm free Starks go/den de*.
Lake. Phone 436-2323.
A-29-C
ious apples. There is a differ,
.
once Call 489-2107 to reeerse
with
SMALL apartment for working
yours, Truman Turner in Celli
man only. Available Sept. 1. water
Parking Lot
if no ar.swer call nights.
Call 753-7506.
A-30-C
A-28-C
FURNISHED apartment for two
or
CHROME DINE1 a Set, 2 eledcollege boys. Call 753-3143.
tric wall heaters, metal utilht
A-30-C cabinet,
room divider, wood 3
Located in Paris, Tenn..
TWO-BEDROOM
house, 521 section, 1 wood table. 1 antique
next to Commercial
South 13th Street, gas heat, ice box. Phone 436-2289. TFNC
Bank on East Wood St.
$80.00 per month. Telephone
Call 753-5116
TWO RIDING horses, bon&
753-3018.
A-30-C
Murray, Ky.
trailer and saddle. Call 481r,
TWO-BEDROOM air-conditioned 2963.
trailer. Private lot, two miles
SPEED QUEEN washing ma
out. City water furnished. $55.00
chine, wringer type, with benmonth or sell for $800.00. Call
ch. Good condition. Call 75.9-'
753-6572.
BALDWIN PIANOS
A-30-C
3308.
A-BC
And
-BEDROOM trailer, on private
2
ORGANS
COATS and dresses, girls, sizes
lot. Electric heat and air-con• Payments
8 and 10. Girl Scout uniforms
ditining,
couple
only.
753Call
• Rentals
size 8. Excellent condition. Call
6311.
A-30-C 753-7425.
• Practice Pianos
A-29-C
LONORDO PIANO CO.
3-BEDROOM unfurnished house, BOAT,
motor,
and trailer, one
"Your Complete Music Store.
' 107 So. 15th. Call 753-3456 be
year old. Call 753-8815. A-29Across From Post Office
fore 5:00 p. m., 753-5402.
Paris, Tennessee
A-30-C EIGHT WEEK OLD puppies,
H-1TC
NICE SLEEPING rooms for three quarter Collie, one querboys, one block from campus. ter Shepherd, sire and dam
both working stock dogs and
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5962
great pets. $8.00 and $10.00.
Sept. 30-C
Phone 753-5107 or 753-5117.
A-29-P
UNFURNISHED apartment, 2bedroom, air-conditioned, carp1968 350 HONDA. Can see at
eted, stove and refrigerator,
GET RID Of
couples, or teachers only. Call H & H small Engine Service,
PESTS
Lynn Grove, phone 435-5701.
753-2898.
S-5-C after
five p. m.

Large
Business
Building

For Sale
Lease

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

FACTORY WORK

STAGNER
CONST. CO.

Land Clearing and
Excavation

Buren

ZE
MOW. I
E HAS
.1 ON

mum

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. L. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

Capp

IMAM
.I'L

FOR SALM

641 NORTH, L2 miles north of
city, 9 acres and garage apartment. Good for developing.
WE HAVE several nice lake
cottages and other lake property.
sEE US about selling your property. We are free at most any
time to come out and make an
BELMONT:
3-bedroom appraisal.
ON
brick, 2 baths, double garage, FOR ALL YOUR Real
Estate
carpet, central heat and air. needs come by
or call GUY
STREET:
N. 16TH
3-bedroom SPANN REAL ESTATE
AGconcrete block house. Electric ENCY at 518 West Main,
Nabeat, large beautiful lot, $7,- tional Hotel Building. Business
500.
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
NEW three-bedroom brick ve- Guy Spann, 753-2587;
Louise
neer in Bagwell Manor. Cathed- Baker, 753-2409;
Onyx Ray, 753ral ceiling in living room, 2 8919; Gary Young,
753-8109.
baths, nearly finished and very
NICE AND QUIET location for
H-S-2-C
And They're Going At Big Discounts
nice. Moderately priced.
this neat two-bedroom b r ic k
NEW three-bedroom brick in
house. It's about 1 year old and
Meadow Green Acres, garage.
it?e
nas an acre of land. City waBRAND
NEW
3-bedroom
brick
Nice and moderately prized.
r, central heat and air, carhome, nearing completion, 1815
TEN-ROOM brick on So. Sixth
peting, and drapes. There is
Belmoae, in city school district,
We Are Over Stocked
Street. One of Murray's finest
also a built-in range and a small
near university. This is a well
older homes. 21
/
2 baths, 6 bedstock barn. It's priced to sell
constructed home with centarl
And These Trucks Must Go
rooms, full dry basement. Real
at only $17,000.
heat and air and will be fully
fine.
IMMEDIATE Possession can be
carpeted. It has a nice living
CIRCARAMA: Beautiful 3-bed- room, kitchen-dining
had in this three-bedroom
room, utilbrick. It's within walking disMOM brick home. Split bath, ity room, nice ceramic tiled
tance of groceries and shopping
central heat and air. Carpet is 1% baths, carport and patio,
and on good lot.
beautiful. Fine location
center. Has air conditioning
carpeting and hardwood floors,
lovely home.
carport, double paved drive
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on Col- LARGE NEW 3-bedroom brick
and a transferable loan.
See or Call 753-5273
lege Terrace. Central heat and home almost completed, on
7th. & Main Murray
INCOME PROPERTY. This
air, 2 baths, double carport.
Greenbier, in Westwood, a fast
THREE,BEDROOM brick ve- .growing subdivision near So.
newly redecorated duplex would
neer on So. 11th., with income 18th and Wiswell Road. This
give you a place to live plus a
apartment.
Real Estate For Sale
good income. Each side has amis a home of spacious rooms,
ItEAL !SEATS FOR SALE
TWO-BEDROOM brick veneer large closets and interior beauple storage, private baths, kiton Shady Lane, 2 baths, cen- ty with rugs that add elegance A VERY beautiful 3-bedroom 97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east chens, living rooms, one side
tral heat and air.
throughout. It offers a nice liv- brick. Unique design, formal of Murray near Liberty Church has one bedroom the other has
LITTLE GIRLS clothes, size
NELP WANTED
FIFTEEN-ROOM house on Main ing room, large den, kitchen dining room, very large family with 3-bedroom house, bath two. It's a real bargain at only
3 and 4. Call 753-4439. A-30-C
appliances in with running water, partly fin- $11,250.
ROACHES
Street. Good investment. Cen- with lovely green panelling and room, built-in
SOMEONE to stay with elderCarry Germs
tral heat, well kept.
ly lady. Do light house work, FOUR YEAR OLD Pony, broliS,
all the built-ins for luxurious kitchen, and a breakfast area. ished. Alio a basemenaeiearate JUST LISTED, spacious 4-bed
SPIDERS
NEW DUPLEX on Peggy Ann living. Two ceramic tiled baths, Outstanding color scheme and with living quarters. Farm is roombrick. Has built in appliroom and board plus salary. en, gentle. Call 753-7201.
Are Poison
Drive. Modern and with stor- utility, central heat and air and decor inside and out. Let us fenced and running spring wa- ances in kitchen, central heat
Phone 753-3608.
AA-30-€
TERMITES„
age place, 2 bedrooms each Le carport on a sloping lot. show you this fine home.
and air, two full baths, utility
ter. Sale price $16,000.00.
NEW
JUST
WANTED:
ROOF
OUTSIDE
EASY-Appl
Experienced
the
paintcity
Eat
y Hyc
Your
limits,
Home
side.
ONE ACRE commercial lot with room, family room with fireers. Steady work. Good pay, in- Klas Vibrated Asphalt Alumic
BAGWELL MANOR: Three-bed- LIKE NEW, 3-bedroom brick a full basement with 3 bed- antique frame building on-Hwy. place, large living room, enLocally owned and operat- surance furnished. For further num. Let us show you how east
room brick veneer on Guthrie home in Fairview Acres, 5 min- rooms, bath, and a 3-car ga- eti across from the Holiday try hall, and shady lot.
to apply, how it stops leaks and
Drive. Large family room, many" utes southeast on New Concord rage. Ideal for a car repair or Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. Pric- NEAR SCHOOLS. This three- ed for 20 years. We can be information dial 753-5287.
reached 24 hours a day.
does the job for only 3 cents a
Highway.
Hardwood
floors, clean up,shop.
S-2-C
closets.
bedroom
brick
$18,500.00.
house
sell,
is
to
ed
within
square
foot. Ask about the specINCOME PROPERTY on Miller. large living room, family roomwalking
distance of both elecottage
in
TWO-BEDROOM
Call Today For FREE
EXPERIENCED waitresses, ial 20 gallon drum price.
HughApartment upstairs rents for kitchen, built in GE range and FOR THE large family, or if Kenianna Shores, lot size 75' mentary schools and univerInspection
cooks and salad makers. Full es Paint Store, 401 Maple
St,
$120.00 per month, 3 bedr000ms oven, large ceramic bath and you just want a lot of roan, x 200'. Price $6600.00.
sity. It has a fireplace in livPhone 753-3114
time and partime. Must be neat,
one-half, electric beat, utility, a 4-bedroom located in one of
Oct -3-C
down.
ing room, two baths, utility.
sizes
HAVE
types
WE
and
all
Member
Chamber
efficient
of
and
able
to
furnish
THREE-BEDROOM brick on carport and storage, on 128' x the better areas of Keeneland of building lots in SW of Mur- carport, large recreation room,
Commerce and Builders
good references. Apply in per- 1 FAIRBANKS.MORSE Pore:
She Wa Court. Double garage, 256' lot. This is a country home Subdivision. Entry hall, fam- ray in the city school district, built in Tappan appliances and
Association. LCP-195
son
Colonial House Smorgas- able Beam, 1000 lb. platform;
ily
room,
with
kitchen
convenience
city
with
builts where
2 baths, central air. Priced recentral heat and air. Its a real
bord, Highway 641 North.
scale, excellent condition. Calk
you are not crowded in and the ins, 2 ceramic baths, attaehed sewer and water, price $2000 bargain.
duced.
.....
to $4000.00.
753-1652.
A-30-C
5-2-0
FOURBE)ROOM brick on Mag- price is most attractive. Avail- garage, Paved driveway.
ALSO HAVE jaiiilding lots in EXTRA INCOME. This two-bednolia. 2 baths, central heat and able immediately, with deed. A LARGE duplex located near beautiful Panorama
room
brick
A
STATE
NEW
house
GRADED
YOU?
has
been
Try
Med
It
ee
on
repi
for
Shores,
3-BEDROOM frame home, So. di University. Excellent place
air.
cently redecorated and has a
able: a business of your own, sale every Monday. Sold b0,
$750.00
to
ranging
from
price
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on So. 4th Extended, an large lot, to live plus good income from
large living room, kitchen and
in your own community, on pound. Kentuckiana Livestock
$2000.00.
fth Street. Full basement with zoned commercial. It has liv- the other side which is presentdining
area. The attractive part
your own time, for an income,Market, Owensboro, Ky. Phone:
-bedroom
RENT:
nice
FOR
2
ing
ly
leased.
room,
kitchen
Lots
of
appliances
-dining
inroom,
fireplace.
Phone 753-3914
is the completely seperate aof your own. And the beauty Joe P. Lamb 492-8527. H-1TGfurnished,
completely
home
large
cluded.
utility, nice bath, gas
TWO-BEDROOM brick on Popand glamour of Avon Cosznet.
electric heat and air condition partment which is rented out
lar near University. Attached floor furnace, large basement AN OLDER FRAME home that
Located 100 so, ism
and brings in a good income.
ics. Ready' Call or write Mrs. 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler.per
garage,
$10000
double
ing,
needs
with
4
repair.
rooms
Located
and
on
garage.
a
beauUngarage, nice yard and good loA permit to build more units
Evelyn I... Brown, Shady Grove Call 753-7656 or after six p. us:
used lot area is good location tiful wooded lot 100' x 450'. month at Panorama Shores. can be
II
M
-5-C
cation.
S-2-8'
Rood, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone 753-8147.
had
and
the lot is plenSee this place and make us an Couples only
CIRCARAMA on Fairlane: 3- for shop or other business.
ty large to take care of them.
965-3363.
FOR ALL your Real Estate
offer.
bedroom stone. Attached ga- 3-BEDROOM
It's within walking distance of
H-A-29-C LITTLE GIRLS clothes thrti
frame home, 5th
needs call or see FREEMAN
SERVICES OFFERED
rage, large lot, fine location. and Calloway,
in Hazel. Has UNDER construction, a well de- JOHNSON, Southside Shopping M. S. U.
size 7 and little boys clothes:
GATESJ3OROUG.H: Two lovely living room,
residential
dining room, kit- signed interior and exterior 3- Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 753- JUST LISTED a nice 3-bedroom PROFESSIONAL
thru
size 5. Call 753-2477.
-2
3-bedroom homes. Carpeted, chen,
brick on Calloway Avenue one painting. Brush, roll, spray. Refbath, utility and garage bedroom brick with 2 large 2731.
6-5-C
central heat and air, 2 baths. on nice
block
from
erences.
college
Free
campus.
estimates. Phone
Has
lot with lots of shrub- baths, fireplace in the family
THREE-BEDROOM brick on bery and trees.
wall-to-wall
carpet,
ANTIQUE white bedroom suit*
electric 733-3486.
8ept-16-C
Price $9500.
room, built-in appliances in the LOVELY new four-bedroom heat, storm
Kirkwood. Beautiful exterior, 2-BEDROOM
windows and doors,
home in Lynn kitchen, double garage plus a tri-level house in Keeneland
Our Manufacturing Plant, In excellent shape. Solid oald
CARPET
LALD,
2 baths, carpet and all conven- Grove,
8 years experwith living room, kitch- storage area, and a blacktop Sub-division. This house feat- paneled family room, possession
located in Cadiz. Ky., has library table. Matching bcrwe:
ience. All work guaranteed
iences.
with deed $18,000.
en, bath, lots of closets and stor- driveway included.
ures
a
panelled
family
room
several permanent open- and pitcher. Cordial set, wicker:
This home
DISTINCTIVE DESIGN, 4-bed- age, on
ALSO just listed is some lots Phone Ed Bagwell 762-4785 afchair and odd chair. Phoni
large lot with trees. is bargain priced at
.
$27,000. with fireplace. Large dining for multi-units 2 or 4
ings for production workroom brick on Johnson in Extras
Sept.-26.0
units lo- ter 5:00 p. m.
753-5437.
included are automatic You may select your
room. Study with shag carpet
A-30own
color
Keeneland, 2 baths, double ga- washer,
ers willing to work any
air-conditioner and TV scheme.
and is color planned through- cated 2 blocks from University.
rage, central heat and air. Has antenne This
We have lots of nice building
shift.
is a good home LOCATED near the City
out.
Must
be
seen
to
be apprecPark,
everything.
lots from $2500.00 up all with
If interested, please con- TWO 50 CC Motorcycles. Both
at a good price.
a 2-story, 4-bedroom brick ve- iated. Priced right to sell noe city
CANTERBURY: 4 - bedroom 45 ACRES,
in excellent condition. Extras.
water
and
sewerage.
4 miles west of neer with formal dining
tact the personnel office,
S-2-C CHECK
room, Call 753-3903.
brick. French Provincial design, Crossland,
$125 each. Call 753-6783.
WITH US for all your
turn north at Browns recreation room in the
Cadiz
Spring
Products
baseeverything you'd want in deluxe mail box, 1/4
A-30-C
Real Estate needs. Call Hoyt or
mile. 30 acres ment. Choice lot with
Division
large FOR SALE OR LEASE: Three- Ray Roberts at
home.
Troy, Tennessee
cleared with 20 acres in perm- trees.
753-1651.
CARPETS and life too can be
Hoover Ball and Bearing
BEAUTIFUL large 3-bedroom anent pasture.
bedroom
brick.
Three
miles
A-29-C
Our sign on probeautiful if you use Blue Laf
Company
brick in Kingswood, large tree- perty.
from
city.
Phone
753-7191 or
Priced only $3850.
tre. Rent electric shampoorie
INCOME PROPERTY: A 9-room write P. 0. Box 64, Murray.
studed lot. Built for luxurious 2-BEDROOM
Kentucky
Cadiz,
HOME, Calloway
$1. Western Auto Store, Honla
frame house with 5 bedrooms,
living.
An Equal Opportunity
AUTOS FOR SALO
S-2-C
Street in Hazel, living r o o m,
of "The Wishing Well". A-30V
3 baths. Located near the Cam
THREE-BEDROOM brick on kitchen
Employer
A-30-C
and bath. Has electric
Phone 1-901-932-3152
1965 DODGE pickup, 383 V8.
pus and presently leased for
Hermitage. One of a kind beau- heat and includes
TV antenna.
automatic transmission. Phone
Charleston, Mo.
over $3,000 per year. Large
ty. You must see this to be- Priced
only $5500.
1965 NINETEEN FOOT Duit
436-2198.
Phone 1-314-683-4141
wooded lot.
A-29-C
lieve its beauty and liveability TO BUY Real
Estate, see us. INCOME
Edna Knight Talks About
phy speedboat, Merc-Cruisei4
THREE-BEDROOM brick on To sell Real
PROPERTY: Large
sep ALTERATION lady needed at Inboard-outboard. Fully equilk.
Estate, list with us.
FLAT STEEL bed truck with
Dividends
house located on North 16th.,
Story. Large rooms, 1% baths,
Murray Tailor Shop for part pod. New motor. Perfect conct;
steel runners, grain sides, 16YOUNG Realty. 4th across
INVEST IN REAL ESTAT
from the University. The
central heat and air, huge clo- and Maple Streets.
time work. No phone calls. Lo- tion. Call 753-6565.
foot length. Very good condiOffice phone house
A-300
has a good heating sysets.
cated under Dale & Stubble753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
tion. Call 753-5452.
A-29-C
stem and is in a good state of
THREE-BEDROOM brick ve- Young 753-4946,
field
Drug Store.
A-29-P
R. B. Patter- repair.
This property could easneer on Keeneland, 2 baths, son 436-5697,
1956 FORD two-ton truck with
Lstunael Stinson ily be
COLUMBIA
STEREO, console,
converted into a tri-plex
carpet, central air. Bargain 753-1534.
grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
A-29-C and its large
Walnut cabinet, AM-FM radio,
priced.
corner lot offers
No Jobs to Smal, or Large
1961 FALCON, 4-door, stand$100.00. Call 753-2443 or 753ample parking space for rent
KINGSWOOD: Three-bedroom
to be Appreciated
ard transmission, $200.00. Real
1715.
brick. Central heat and air, 2 BY OWNER. Three-bedroom era.
A-30-C
Free Estimated
brick home with carport, large AN EXCEPTIONAL lake
clean. Call 753-5375.
A-30-C
Contact:
cabin
LADY TO DO domestic work
baths, doable garage, carpet. den and kitchen combination, located in
Panorama Shores
1967 AUSTIN-HEALY
from two to five p. m., four
3,000
Real nice and good buy.
two ceramic tile baths. Central Excellent design, full size
baseMark III. White convertible,
days a week. Must be able to
LARGE DUPLEX on Dodson. heat and air-conditioning. Pos- ment, very nice
and air condimint condition. Will consider
drive car. Call 753-1742 after
3-bedrooms each side, vinyl session immediately. 753-8025 tioned, wooded
lot. Contains
any reasonable offer. Phone
five p. m.
floors. Extra nice.
A-30-P
or 753-2731.
S-9-C 1520 sq. ft. of floor space and
7534996.
S-5-C I Setween 5:00 s. in. and
is priced at only $11,800.
WANTED: Woman, part time,
1UNGSWOOD: lovely large THREE-BEDROOM house with
500 a. in.
WE HAVE many excellent
to do housework. Call 753-6453.
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, two baths, den, central heat
building lots in desirable locaFOR LEASE
slate foyer, therenopane glass, and air. Phone 753-3043.
S-2-C
tions; several are wooded. Come
double garage, central heat and
H-A-30-C by our
WANTED
at
office at 502 Maple or
once Store ManDUPLEX aparments. For cou- Jerusalem drive
air. Truly deluxe.
ager Trainee. B. Ss; Degree. Serples only. Call 753-8067.
TWO-BEDROOM brick -home, call us at any time to discuss
JERUSALEM (UPI)
air conditioned, electric heat, your Real Estate needs. We ap- One block from M S
A-29-P Tourists visiting Jerusalem can vice exempt. Salary; open. Jobs
135 ACRES on Irvin Cobb
Unlimited Employment Agency,
automatic dish washer, large preciate your business.
Building
apart
has
three
stay with Arab and Jewish 1627
Road, 70 acres pasture. A fine
TUCKER REALTY di Insurance ments with income
Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
carport
and
utility
room,
sit0(
of $115
families under a "Know the,Phone
investment, $14,000.
Cg 502 Maple Street, Murray,
442-8161.
WANTED TO BUY
ting
on
S-2-C
extra
large
with
lot
monthly.
investment
at
Good
Jerusalemit
-ACRE
Penny
LOT
on
Road,
2
e" drive started here
Kentucky,
Phone
water.
7534342,
city
Located
approxi$15.500.00.
reasonable.
RETAIL
by
thethe
Isralie
Ministry
WANTED:
SALES
August
Issues
of
6,
of
Perscmel,
Home
age
phones: Donald R. TuckJUST LISTED 80 acres south- mately five files from Murray er, 753-5020;
Bobby G. Grogan, Apartment complex, with six 1969 of the Ledger & Times. Tourism. The drive is being 30-55, bookkeeping experience
on Highway 121. Call 753-6662.
wee of Lynn Grove
desired
but not necessary. Apunits. Five of these are fur
Please bring by the office at conducted in both Jewish and
A-30-C 7534978; W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
ALMO: 3-bedroom frame, acre
TFNC Arab Jerusalem in an apparent ply, P. 0. Box H26, Murray.
nished. Income is $575 per 103 No. 4th St.
753-8702.
A
-30-C
lot, modern.
FARM, 116 acres on Blood Rivattempt to solidify the
month. You can live in one
A-2-C
ALMO: 2-bedroom frame, gas er Road with remodeled home,
annexation of East Jerusalem.
apartment and others will
heat. garage.
WANTED TO RENT
tenant house, outbuildings, two
pay off your mortgage.
Kentucky Lake
everlasting wells, on black .top
Leatherwood Development
For the best return on your MSU FACULTY member, dea
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate road, mail, school, and milk 150 ACRES. Owners have other
MP AT tj.N. -Berndette
Put a bit of solid perfume on
investment, call your real sires to rent fiernished house,
Devlin. 22-year-old member:
needs come by or call GUY routes. A. B. Dodson, phone interest and will make very libthe
palm
of
the
Murray
or
hand
vicinity.
Call
762before
WILSON
estate broker.
A-30-C eral terms or contract
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG- 436 2245.
of the British Farliar1ent-911
47811
A-30-C putting on wedding gloves. The
agreeREALTY COMPANY. atro
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na[min I•ister,.(tliAt'usses Ca th- .
v.ermth of the hand will diffuse
ment.
This project needs a from
OWNER
BY
threebedroom
post office. Phone 7:0
tional Hotel Building. Business
otie minerity grievances in. 4
the scent If gloves are not used,
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on pusher. A great chance to have
3263. Wayne 753 5086, Fali
Phone 753-7724 Home Phone:
your
Northern Ireland with 1:i.
own
a• couple of drops of regular
lake
Subdivision.
WANTED TO BUY
42arse
lot.,
All
electric,
central
Louise
Guy Spann, 753-2587;
lots already sold. Call or write, 753-4910. Bill 7 5 3 - 5 6 5 7
Thant, seetetary general of.
liquid perfume can be used on
r
and
beat.
Keeneland
SubBaker, 753-2409, Onyx Ray, 753Charles 753-4805.
;130e WANTED: Used babe bed, in the palm of the left
the United Nations. in Nev..;
•ivision. $24,000.00. Phone 753- T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
hand on
8919; Gary Young, 753-8109
good condition. Call 753-1970 which the bridegroom
Road,
Nashville,
York City. fihe is wearing a •
Tenn.
37215
will place
Sept. I3-C
H-S-2-C 523.
(297-6548).
... pink.. end crange -mini.
ITC tit, ring.
S-.3-.0

We Have 25 New 1969
Trucks Left Over

'IRATE
;FIGHTING
E LION5
;LEAPING
;CARLON°
lE

FOR ItIENT

ELECTROLUX SALES & earvice, Rol 2,1.3 Murray, Ky-, C.
K. Bandar& Phone 3112-3176,
Sept-17-C
14711nTille, KY-

Trucks to Choose From
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PRESTONE

LYDIA
GREY

ANTI-FREEZE

FACIAL
TISSUES

LADIES' ACRYLIC PLAID

JUMPERS

66

Monday
Only

Many styles from which to choose.
Some coot styles, tab and button
trim, V necks, scoop necks, side tab
trim, assorted colors and plaids in
sizes 8 to 16.

gallon

Se

STP

FILLER
PAPER
Monday
Only

F

Terrific Values in Every Department. Here are just a
few. There are plenty more.
Don't let anything keep you
away from Big K on Labor
Day.

200-two ply tissues to box.
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OIL TREATMENT

500 SHEETS
Monday
Only
14,”,41146

omit two)

-

TOTE-A-SEAT

Boys' No-lron

JEANS

50% cotton, 50% Polyester. 11-oz.
Vat Dyed Sanforized, zip fly, 5
pockets, both regular and slims.
Sies 6 to 16. A great buy for school
days ahead.
Monday only buy at this tow price.

Folds Flat for
storage and
Carrying.

POLAROID No. 108
Save big Mon- $
Only at the
low, low price of

day

INSULATED
TUMBLER
with purchase of each pock
of Sylvania

FLASH CUBES

SHOTGUN SHELLS
Low
brass,
paper
shells loaded for top
performance.
12s,
16s and 20s.

9
7
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SHELL X100 or
HAVOLINE

WOOL
HAIR TIES

MOTOR
OIL

Poclog•
of 12, in
differint
foil
now
colors to rtsofch your
nisi outfit

!e,zjatiom
once-in -a-lifetime

FEDERAL FIELD LOAD

COLOR FILM

FREE

As we Si
day, we
and occi
than any
think it

MOTOR OIL
YOUR CHOICE

Monday
Only

Rog. $1.00 ..

SAE 20 and 30

Monday Only

Monday
Only
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scaping.
Capitada,
is talkini
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example
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LADIES WATCHES

BIG ASSORTMENT OF COLORS

14K Gold Watches
Men's 14K Cold Watches!
Day-Dates!

We Are

LARGE BATH TOWELS
ONLY 97C

Wald Sah

An

Equal Opportunity
Employer.

We are
glasses,
cost.
Some ,.•f
eaten co
Boone pl

LADIES 11 JEWEL MOVEMENTS

A Yellov
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is much
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Home

MENS 14K GOLD 11 JEWEL MOVEMENTS

MERCHANDISE

Your Choice:
Only
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Gladly Exchange Or Refund Any Item Boug
Save Your Tickets And Sales Slips.

At'r

JJED

$2.1

Ideal for office or room
and just in time for World
Series and Football Season.
Solid State with 38 square
Inches of Viewing Area.
It's a buy of a lifetime. Not
too many to sell at this
price, so be on hand when
the doors open.
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